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I. ABSTRACT 

A. Title and number of the Project: 

The title of the project-Assistance to Packaging Centre 

DP/TUR/81/013. It has been conmenced in 1983. 

B. Objective and duration of the activity: 

The expert entered the field on 17-th September after 

being briefed by Hr J.Belo at UNIDO in Vienna on 15-th 

and 16-th of September 1986. 

The objective of the activity was the evaluation, testing 

and development of transport package. 

The ~rk plan was discussed with the Project Coordinator 

Hrs GUlden TARHAN in view of adaptation of job description 

to the actual possibility of its realisation - see 

Annexes 4 and s. 
The chief of the counterpart staff has been Hrs GUiden 

TARHAN, Director of the Packaging Research, Development 

and Testing Centre. 

Details of the counterparts are given in Annex J. 

The activity commenced of the field on the 17-th 

of September 1986 and concluded on the 28-th of November 1986. 

C. Hain conclusions and reconmendations 

Turkey, adeq~ate to it s territory, population and industrial 

strength needs proper Packaging Centre as other developed 

countries. 

In order to fu If i 11 these requirements the P.1ckag i ng Research 

Development and Testing Centre should be an autonomcus body 

within the Turkish Standards Institution. 



II . INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

1. The Packaging Research Development and Testing Centre 

The Packaging Research Development and Testing Centre was 

established in 1986, acting in the frame of the Turkish 

Standards Institution - TSE - see Annex 1. 

The TSE was set up in 195~ within the body of Union 

of Chamber of Connerce, Chambers of Industry and C01amodity 

Exchanges. The TSE became a Statutory Body on the 18-th 

of November 1960 by statute no. 132 passed by the Grand 

National Assembly. 

According to the Statute the TS~ is an autonomous public 

institution subjected to private law. 

The headquarters and laboratories of the TSE are located 

in Ankara. 

The TSE has two regional offices in lstambul and Izmir 

and eighteen other smaller representative offices spread 

over the country. 

The Secretary General appointed by the Board of Directors 

administers the services of the Turkish Standards 

Institutions - TSE. 

Eleven departments work under the secretary general, 

one of which is the De~artment of Laboratories and Quality 

Control. So far the Packaging Research Development and Testing 

Centre is situated f~om administrative point of view on 

a level of other laboratories under this Department -

see Annex 2. 

The First stage of UNDP/UNIDO aided Project to set up 

the Packaging Laboratory commenced in 1977 and concluded 

in 1982. The second stage of the project - current one, 

commenced in 1983 is in the process of implementation 

up to the end of 1986. 
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2. The Project Acitivity 

The general activity of the Project Ref. No.DP/TUR/81/013 

is to further equip the testing laboratories in order to 

develop packaging knowledge and application of packaging 

technology to the Turkish Industry. 

The particular activities of the ongoing project have been 

just elaborated by the National Project Coordinator -

Hrs GUiden TARHAN in the Terminal Report as well ;is by 

Kr Suresh R.Bharucha /UNDP-New York/ and Kr Luis F.G.Kadi 

/CETEA-Campinas, Brazil/ in the report Deep Evaluation 

conducted on October 1986 /therefore Expert does not 

find justification to repeat it s again/. 

The current project conmenced in 1983 will be implemented 

after one month only in the end of December 1986. 

The sub-activity involves the examination of the test 

methods in use and advise on development of transit 

packages according to the Job Description - see Annex 4, 

and work plan of the Expert prepared by the National 

Project Coordinator - see Annex 5. 
The sub-activity on transit package, testing and development 

comnenced on the 17-th of September 1936 and concluded 

on the 28-th of Ncvember 1986. 

3. Fulfillment of the objective$ 

lhe general objectives of the project were fulfilled 

in substance. 

The same intermediate objectives ar~ still under 

development but it should be noted with satisfactio~ 

the acceleration of implementation, in particular !n 

the last months. 
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As for example, increase of substantial staff - about 30 %, 
development of training, speed up adaptation of testing 

equipment, creation of awareness of the Packaging Centre 

activities by inmediate and frequent contacts.with industry. 

Development cooperation in packaging field at international 

level - the Secretary General of TSE has been elected Vice 

President of the World Packaging Organization in October 

1986 in Tokyo. 

Ill - RECOMMENDATIONS 

A.General 

1. Director of the Packaging, Research, Development 

and Testing Centre should be situated at a level with n1>re aut:onany within the 

TSE hierarchy /at present level sixth - see Annex 2/. 

2. As soon as possible to employ additional professional staff, 

minimum double to compare with present quantity /at present 

about 10 testing apparatus is fit for cne person/. 

3. To establish strongeconomy section in order to commence 

research in marketing and ~repare prognosis of packa~!ng 

development in Turkey. 

4. Start to work on a basis of hours working schedule. 

5. To organize "Working Group Committee" consisting of 

people from foreign and domestic trades, communicati~n, 

road, railway, 3ir and indu~try in order to elaborate 

"guidelines" for performance of transport packages 

as a preparatory work to elaborate the National 

Standards in the future. 

·~---------------------
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6. To elaborate propositions for the Government on the 

matter of issuing regulations about 11Quality Certification" 

of packages manufactured by the Turkish industry. 

]. To elaborate a progranme of coordination system in 

the packaging field on a country level. 

8. To organize "restricted" exhibition with examples 

of wrong performance of packages for selected 

representative people from government and industry 

by ex?laining real losses for the national economy 

or their effects to human health. 

9. To prepare an application document to the International 

Trade Center /ITC/ - UNCTAD/6 AD :n Geneve in order 

to involve the Packaging Centre to the needs of Inter

national Computer Information System in Packaging Field 

on a basis of small scale Project. 

10.To join IAPRI - the International Association of Packaging 

Research Institutes. It enables to access to some research 

papers and technical specifications which were done by 

other more developed packaging institutes. 

11.lt is suggested that after about one year, it means 

in the half of i988 in practice, UNIDO should arrange 

the mission to the Centre in order to evaluate the 

progress in the development of the overall activity 

and to make decision about the third stage of the 

?roject - Extension of the PRO and TC. 
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B. Particular 

1. Implement as soon as possible all the remaining tasks 

concerned with adaptation and pro~r utilization of 

all the equipment in transport package testing 

laboratory. 

2. Commence research works in the field of mechanical 

and climatic hazards occuring in transportation 

and storage in the country. 

3- In order to render the possit:ility of carrying out 

of above mentioned research /p.2/ it is needed to 

purchase urgently indispensable apparatus 

and accessories - see Annex 13. 

4. To speed up the repairing of the compression tester 

or to purchase the new one. 

5. The transport package testing laboratory must be 

urgently equipped with thermohygrograph or other 

instruments measuring temperature and relative 

humidity as well as with auxiliary facilities 

as: fork lift truck, one-man push-cart, water tank 

for checking leakage of testing plastics bottles 

or druras, release device for testing heavy packag~s 

on the drop tester. 

6. To bring about finishing foundation constructions 

to enlarge foundation plate under vibration tester 

and fulfill the gaps /up to about 150 nm width/ between 

the foundation of the floor and the particular plate$ 

of the foundations under each of the transport testing 

equipment. 
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IV. REPORT ON THE MISSION ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS 

A. Nain duties and objectives of the Job Description - see Annex 4 

and Work Plari - see Annex 5. 

The main duties covered by the mission were: 

General: Evaluation and development of transit package 

for specific products. to e"lClble t~.e counter

part staff to continue the work in the future. 

Specific: 

1. Assisting the Counterpart staff in adaptation and 

improvement of existing transport package testing 

equipment. 

2. Elaboration of stacking test and compression test 

as well as evaluation of the test results. 

3. Preparation ~f the technical document about: 

- General transport package test 

- Wood and wooden packages performance 

4. Improvement and cost reduction work on the package 

of some industri~J products. 

5. Conducting technical discussions on transport 

methods, transit packages in the comnon use. 

6. Preparing the seminar for other laboratory staff 

and technical personel from the Turkish industry 

on the subject: "Design, performance and testing 

of wooden casC!s. 11 
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&.Substance of the activity 

The substance of activity was based on the transmission 

of the knowledge aimed at the proper performance of 

transport packages in order to assure their resistance 

to the tiazards occuring during transport and storage. 

It was i~~lemented by delivering practical method of 

designing, performance and testing of transport packages. 

C. Results of the activities 

In all the above mentioned activities some of the 

counterpart staff were involved. The implementation 

and results of the activities are s~ed in the following 

points. 

1. Testing equipment 

After examining existing equipment in the transport 

testing laboratory as: 

- inclined plane impact tester 

- compression tester 

- vibration table 

- drop tester /release trap platform tester/ 

small one up to 2 m 

- drop tester /release trap platform tester/, 

big one up to 4,5 m 

It was stated that most of them require adaptation, 

adjustment as well as calibration in order to bring 

them to full working capacity and enable that tests results 

will be in comparison with oth~r packaging laboratories 

in the world. 
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a. Inclined plane impact tester, required: 

- the bumper wall should be covered from front side by 

hardboard, plywood or some similar sheet of material, 

the b~ffers oft~ bumper wall as well as of the dolly 

should be exchanged on some more elastic material, 

- the upper plate of the dolly ought to be covered by 

hardboard or plywood sheet to be equal and smooth, 

the steel buffers should be changed with some more 

elastic material. It was suggested to change the 

sliding bearings of the do\ly with the ball or 

roller bearings. 

b. Compression tester, required: 

- to speed up the repair of the test recorder /about one 

year delay in repair by some indigenous firm/, 

- to 1nake auxiliary facilities in order to enable 

performance tests with packages of dimensions 

smaller than 500 nm. 

c. Vibration table, reguired: 

- to enlarge foun~~tion plate from engine side in order 

to ascertain proper fixation of the vibration table 

botton frame to the foundation plate, 

- after proper fixation of the vibration table, 

it should be conductad particular calibration by 

accelerometers and auxiliary facilities -

see Annex 13. 
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d. Drop Tester /small/ 

The equipment has been ready to test. It was suggested 

only to make SOll'e specific pro~ection of meta! sheets on 

the bottms against broken glass and liqui~ which could 

occur during testing some kind of packages with real 

products as bottle or similar. 

e. Drop Tester /big/ 

In principle the equipment has been ready to test. 

But in order to enable to carry out tests on heavy 

packages at different positions of the drop on corner 

edge or other precisley predetermined places of samples 

/according to the testing method/ it should be provided 

a release device /ASTH-D 997-80/ special predestinEdfor 

th i s pu r-pose. 

A lot of above mentioned tasks have been implemented 

already,as for example: 

- the bumper wall was covered with a kind of hardboard 

- the buffers of bumper as well as of the dolly were 

exct1anged with rubber ones, 

- the upper plate at the dolly was covered by 

hardboard sheet, 

the auxiliary facilities for compression tester 

were performed - see Annex 12 , 

- the purchase negotiations with supplying firms 

in order to buy accelerometers and auxiliary 

facilities have been started. 
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2. The guidelines for stacking test and campression test 

have been elaborated - see Anexes 8 and 9. 

3. The specific technical elaboration on the subject of 

general tranport package testing methods on a basis 

of the actual Polish standard was implemented - see Annex 11. 

4. The technical guidelines on wood and wooden packages 

performance were elaborated - see Annex 10. 

5. The tasks concerning the cost reduction work on the 

packages of some of the industrial products were 

implemented partially due to the lack of time. 

The problem was broadly discussed during the industry 

visits - see Annex 15 as well as with the· counterpart 
staff. 

Some particular "technical guideline" were done on 

the concrete sample of packaging of electrical equipment 

in wooden crates for the needs of AEG factory which 

should be the basic information for the counterpart 

staff, enabling them to design properly the wooden 

transport packages for industrial products. 

6. Technical discussion on transport packages and other 

essential packaging problems were implemented on 

special sessions - see Annexes 6 and 17 as well as 

during industrial discussions with the counterpart 
staff. 

7. The seminar on the subject 11Desing, performance 

and testing of wooden packages" was implemented 

on the 20-th of November with the presence of about 

50 participants from industry, science and commerce 

- see Annex 10 . 
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8. The factory visits at Ankara Esenboga, Bolu, Hendek, 

Gebze, Istanbul and Antalya ~re implemented - see 

Annex 15. 

During these visits an attempt was made to do fast 

assessment and after then to suggest to help them 

in performance and designing of proper transport 

packages for industrial products. Many interesting 

discussions with representatives of the industry 

led to some essential remakrs: 

a. there is a lack of national standards or other 

technical specification~ for variety of packaging 

materials. 

b. the most of manufacturers are not convinced of 

the importance of quatity needed for their 

packages, because the users do not demand it. 

c. some of the packages for industrial products 

are manufactured by subsuppliers with very low 

technical knowledge. 
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V • CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Turkish Standards Institution undertook recently 

essential steps in order to speed up the development 

of the Packaging Centre by: 

- increasing substantial staff /about 30 %/ 
- accelerating provision with auxiliary means 

- undertaking renovation of premises 

- giving priority in performance by administration 

and workshops 

- allocating additional funds for purchase of 

indispensabte equipment and accessories /fork 

lift, accelerometers/ 

- devoting special attention to the every day works 

of the Packaging Centre 

2. The quantity of the staff in comparison with tasks 

and installed equipment of the Centre is still not 

adequate. It should be m;nimum doubled. 

3. The weight of the Packaging Centre work has been 

concentrated up to now rather on retail packages 

and packaging materials testing rather than on the 

transit packages. Although it should be rather 

reverse, because with retail package ~nd material 

testings any other branch institutes could be 

involved while equipment for transport package 

testing exists only at the Packaging Centre. 

~. There is a lack of basic data on the subject of 

development in particular branches of the packaging 

industry. The data should be gathered by the 

Statistic Centre and transmitted to the Packaging 

Centre. It enables proper prograrmting of long term 

research works and concentration on tasks requiring 

urgent improvements, for example - method of recycling 

of waste plastic packaging materials etc. 
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5. There is a lack of their own standardised methods 

for packaging testing that are specially important 

for conducting tests on transport packages. 

It should accelerdte elaboration of standards 

concerning testing methods as well as quality of 

package and packaging materials /some basic documents 

on this subject were handed over to the counterparts/. 

6. There is a lack of any data or even information on the 

subject of mechanical and climatic hazards typical 

for the country conditions. 

]. In the last period of time the Packaging Centre has 

conducted hard works in training for industry 

and in spite of the shortage of the staff the Centre 

made intense contacts with the packaging users 

and manufacturers. 

8. The Packaging Centre must speed up the works concerning 

transport packaging testing laboratory in connection with 

the provision of indispensable auxiliary facilities 

as well as the provision of the existing testing equipment 

in order to carry out tests in accordance with the conditions 

existing in other packaging testing centres in the world. 
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PROJECT Ill TR! IEPUILIC or tuu:ET 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

DP/?UR/81/013/11-03/31.7.E 

Expert in Transit Package Testing and Development 

2.5 months 

April 1986 

Ankara, Turkey. Vith travel within the country. 

the Govern11ent bas set up a Packaging Laboratory with a 
viev to assist the industry to improve the standard of 
packaging and develop a quality assurance.programme. 
the project is concerned with the further equipping of 
chis laboratory and crainina laboratory and industrial 
personnel in the application of packaging technology. 

the expert will work with • tH• of counterpart personnel 
on the evaluatioa of transit pacbaes and the development 
of transit packages for specific proclucts. llore specific
ally the expert will be expected to: 

1. !xaaine the test .. tbods already in use in the labora
tory for si ... lated travel tests, the techaiques used 
for evaluatin& test results and their applications to 
actual performance predictions, elaborating and in
creasing as necessary. 

2. Advise on the developeenc of specif icatioas and stand
ards for transit packs for selected products, witb 
special emphasis on cost reduction techniques. 

3. further develop the survey of transport packaaing 
sysc ... presently bein1 used in Turkey for specific 
produces, analyse tbeir cost effectiveness and su11••t 
110dif ications and a work pro1r .... destined co brin& 
about lmprov ... nts. • ••• / •• 

.............................. ..,.,..,...... ................ : 
,,....,. ............................ OpallkNwOhilllaft 
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4. Conduct ~echnical discussion sessions on transport .. tbods. 
transit packaae Pftrformance evaluation, materials and transit 
packages in call90D use. 

s. Co-operate vith the training expert in preparing visually 
aided courses in transit packaging for use in training 
other laboratory staff and technical personnel froa Turkish 
industry. these courses vill cover the principles, methods 
of use and applications for the principle pieces of transit 
test equipment in the Institute. 

the expert vill be expected to prepare a final report setting 
out the findings of the •is•ion and .. king reco.mendations to 
the Gover-nt on further actions that •ight be taken. 

University degree in science or engineering vith a good 
knovledge of transport packaging .. terialr and syst ... ; 
extensive experience in the field of testing. performance 
evaluation, standardisation and development of transport 
packaging systems. 

English 

The Packaging Laborat~ry bas been operatina since the 
beginning of 1982 ~nd the usual transit test equipment 
for vibration. impact, drop and compression si8Ulation 
bas alreti7 ~~en installed. A transit ?ackagin~ 
expert worked vitb the laboratory for 2 •ntbs in 1982 
focusing on inclined plane impact. drop and long tera 
compression testin1 in particular and transit package 
design and testin1 in general. The equipeent for short 
tera c011pression and vibration testing were not available 
at that time and therefore will be the special subjects 
for chis next consultancy visit. 
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VORK PLAN OORING THE MISSION OF 

TRANSPORT PACKAGING EXPERT 

1 / The improvements and adapi;a t ion of 
- Inclined impact test system 

Compression tester 
-·"Vibration tester 
- Drop testers 
- Stackiny test system 

Annex 5 

2/ Elaboration of stackinr test and compression test then 
evaluation of the test results. 

3/ Preparation of the technical documents about 
- General transport packayes tests 
- Wood and wooden packa,es 

b/ I~rovements and cost reduction work on the packare of some 
industrial products /pumps,electrical motor, etc./ 

5/ Conduct tecl:nica 1 discuss ion sessions on transport methods,. 
transit packare performance evaluation, materials and transit 
packares in conmon use. 

~/ Preparinf the semi~~r for other laboratory sta!! ar.d technical 
personnel !"ro!!I Tur". isr. i".'!~'.!Stry 

- Subject of the seml~ar : !Jesifr.,perfcr~ance ar.d testinf of 

wccden cases. 

- ~te c! the se~i~ar: 2~.11.1~e6 
7/ Factcry Visits 

-~clu,Her.cek,Cecze,:st3r.=u1 1~ - 1~11~1~0~~ 

- Ant317~ 2~ - ~r11~110~~. 
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Session 1 

SUbject : Transit Packages - ~he ?ir:;>;::,se =md C.:inditi.:>n.s ~f 

Perf ortlallce 

Lefinitions of ~ackaa-ing 

There are many ~ckagir..g definitions, but one tolds that 

packaging ma::r be defi!led as a means of ensur~ the safe 

delivery of a product to the ultimate consuz:.er in good 

cunditions at a I!dnimu:n. cost. 

T.his definition will be particular suit for us during 

discusing vn transit ~ackage probleos -but- newertheless 

if it is retail or tra."lSi t package we always should treated 

its as a integral part of a product. 

':han in order t.:> properly designing any new package we shOlll.d 

be acquainted with sam facts ccnuen:ri.ng to the problem namely. 

facts about the product 

facts ab-:JU.t the method of distribution 

facts about packa.ge economy and marketing 

3riefly it is cec~ssary to lalow cany particular infer.nation 

c oncern.ing vrl. th the product as; kind, quantity and <r..tali ty, 

sensativity, shapes, shel~ life, cost and ::iany others. 

It is important to consider the 'NS:JS in which the product 

can be damaged mechanically and climatically; and t·J consider 

these in relation to the hazards which the package will meet 

du~ing transport stJra.ge :ani distribution. 

Eaving also under consideration the I:larketing question as 

sales appel, displa7 aspect, satisfactor-; of utilizer as 

~rell as economical said .:>f the pr~blem it is cean cost of 

production, cost o shi:pme~t, after use of container as \'rell 
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as possibility of repeatedlJ use, recicling and the like. 

Let's consider sone of the f 3.cts sepa.!"ately· 

Pacts about the ~roducts 

(}ener:il.lj- the physical properties of the product requiring 

concideration ·-::ill be; !ragilit7, ri~dity, surface finishing 

weight, size; unit quantit7 to be package, as well as 

susceptibility to "Water, water vapour, o~gen, odours, heat 

and. C()'..x.1.d and the ability cf the product t;:> deteriorate, by 

virtue .:Jf its own nature, cill also require concideration. 

Thi3 provide to the details V1hi.ch makes the answers to the 

f~llowing three sets of questions: 

Hov; can a pr~d.uct be damaged mechanically 

H~w can it be dw;iaged climaticallJ 

Are there any cot:J.patibility questions which cu.st be concidered 

when the product is in contact or in close proximity' to a 

specific packaging ~ediUI:L. 

Let's consider ~riefly sam product for example an apple. 

How can apple be damaged ~echanically? This is our first 

c~:mcideration. 

It i~ obvious ~hat an apple can be considerably damaged 

mechanically and that the bruises so produced are like by 

to ::.ake it deteriorate rapidly. 

It is also well know that apples and similar products are 

living material and there-fore require to breathe. 

Fzuits in general absorb ox;:rgen and expire carbon dioxide, 

anC. if they 3.I'e shut in clouseti. containers, then they are 

liable t :> ":3Uff·Jcate"; c0nsquentl;;r •:rill have the problem of 

deliver-J for this in the ~ackaging. 
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?urther consideration will lead ua to enquire in to possible 

contamination oJf the apple by 9ackaging r.:.aterials, :iot ~nlj-

bec!iU.ae that t0xic pro~ucts eight be eate~,but als~ because 

s.::;::::.e ti::::.e ha....""':lless m~terials !!!.~- affect the flavor .Jf the 

products (fruits). 

]acts about the metho~ of distribl.lti~n 

It will be convenient to divide the hazards of any jou:r!l.ey 

into four !!.a.in grcu.ys: 

1. The hazards of l~ading and 1J.Ill.oading 

2. The hazards of ~ove=ent (while a package is left in vehicles) 

J. The hazards of ':Tarehousing 

4. ~he cli~atic hazarus 

1. The ha::a· .· .. of loading and unloading 

T~o ~ein hazards occur in such operations: 

- droys and. 

- impact of one yackage against a.~other 

?or this reason a yrefered range of \'leight should be of between 

about 15 a.nii 30 kg. 

Some average drap height is illustrate belvw: 

·.7eigh.t Nature 0f handling rrop height 

!! m 

1 - 10 1 :!:.3.Il thro\'ling 1,00 

10 , 20 1 =~ car-:ing 0,80 

20 -:-150 2 z::.an ca.."Ting 0,50 

150 ;-500 li,:r.lit eq,ui~ent hanclling 0,40 

a.b·::iv-e 500 heavj- cqtl.i !)men t handling 0,30 
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Practically ha.'it-ier packages of 100 kg weight and above ci.ll 

generall.j require mecha:lical equipc:.ent f Jr their ~ove~e~t and 

drop hazards ~11 be considerable _reduced. 

:Zxpo!'t hasard.s of loading and unloading are nor.::lallJ ;:nich 

greater, bu.t de9ends of a c-JU:itr-J of destina~ion. 

2. Hazard of movement in vehicles 

2.1 Rail_t!:a;!S.E,Ort_ 

There are three main hazards to be considered: 

- shunting shocks vmen trains are assembled in sidings and 

marshaling j-ards 

- snatching which occurs when starting and atopping loosely 

coupled wagons 

- vibrations under stacking loads (limited by the height of 

the wagons) 

2.2 Road transnort _____ .... __ 
The principle hazards during morement in road transport 

vehicles are: 

- vibrations and 

- bouncing of the load 

2.3 Se_! ,!Ud !:i!e!: ,!r,!USP~r! 

?;~in hazards are: 

- compresion stress and 

- vibration 
These depend. mainly ~n the method of storage and stacking 

height of carg:> may be 5 .;. 10 m height and subjected at 

the seme time !Jw frequency vibra-:i:>n from engines and 

propellers. 
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Pitching and rolling of the vessel C3Il result st~esses in 

the lower levels of cargj. 

2. 4 .lir ~.....ns""Oort - - - - --- -
:.:ain haza......-C. are : 

- low temperatu._~ and pre3sure 

- high frequenc:r vibrations 

Generally handling is good, becu.se aircraft U3U.al.ly carr-,f 

loads on pallets, but the usually hazards occur ~n the 

j~e:rs to and frot? the airport, particu.larlj at same 

overseas destinations in the tropic countries. 

The vibration hazard is cOt:!Clon to a.11 farms of movement and 

can cause: 

loosening of fastenings and components of items 

abrasion of surfaces of i teI:lS or print on packages 

fatique of CU.3honing I:aterials 

3. Eazard of warehousing 

~Torr::al.ly n~t provic"ie an;r serious damage in the c:JU.ntr.1 where 

facilities are available and stacking is limited to a safe 

height. 

The stacking hazard are for more significant on :package made 

of paperbo~xd materials and some tioe plastics package 

-"creep". 

The compresive l~ad. ~n the b~ttvtl package in ~~ack will be 

7: ( 2il - h) m!ight of one packagetquantity 
Zi of all :package in stock 
h one pack.Jge 
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4. Climatic hazards 

Climatic hazards will be related to the route and the 

country of destination of goods. 

Climatic hazards can be c~nsid.er U!l.der t~ee headings: 

1. 3xposure to liquid ~ter(rain, sea spra(,-, condemation) 
2. Exposure to high and low hwilidit7 
3. Exposure to high and. low tempera't"..i.re and suddenly 

temperature changes. 

The rapid drop in temperature 1118¥ affect on condensation 

inside the package and accelerate co:ITosion and n::.ou.l.d growth. 

5. Other hazards 

It my also be necessary ~ ... consider two hazards which are 

indirectly related to transport: 

- pilferage and 

- attack by insects and roeents 

:Both these occur mainly during storage of cargo in ports or 

warehousing in tropical countries. 

Brief assessement of journey hazards 

The hazard.a of any s:pecific journey cay be assessed in broad. 

outline by observation and deduction, and in detail b-J the 

use of specific instruments. 

It mu.st be remembe?"ed that the size, shape and weight of the 

container can have a considerable effect on hazard during a 

journey as well as the different method o~ transport 

accentuate particular hazards and give different levels of 

each of them. Protection against the verJ rare drop from 

great height does not usual17 justi:f':r the increased cost of 
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the package, a small percentage of daAi13ge :;v- b~ =au.st !)referable 

than to increase the cost of . package. 

Some time the absence vf darn2ge to any c™ig:l!:lent r:;;; be 

indicative of overpacking. 

Protection is require :mly against the nor.:ial haza.r.is. 

The session an the transit packages bu::; particularllj

discussion on journey hazards was supported by the demonst

ration of 32 slides of the P::>lish Packaging Research and 

:Developnent Centre in :":'arsaw. 

The slids were concerned with the mechanical and climatical 

· hazards which occured during the testing journey in the 

vessel on the route frOCl Gdansk to Calcutta and Storage in 

I:::J.dia. 
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Session 2 

Sllbject : 1 The :pirpase of testing 

In order to obtain the best result and make the best 

use of packages it is essential to understand the 

purpose for which they may be emp1oyed. 

It must always be remembered that the proof of any 

package lies in it's performance, in the field for 

which it was designed, over a relatively long period 

of time. 

Therefore two essential question must must be consider 

the purpose of package and packaging test - and of 

course how these tests can be made•? 

2 Why Test ? 

There are three major reason for making tests : 

1. To predict performance in practive 

2. To control QUality 

3. To obtain information to moQ,ify and improve design 

or redUce the cost of .thepackage 

3 Ho• to :predict performance ? 
In order to predict performance a measure of correlation 

is needed between the tests carried out in the laboratory 

and the behaviour of the package or material in practice. 
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4 'l'hree main correlation are reauired 

- bet1'een the field performance of the packaga.and laboratory 

transport test. (e.g. - test journey) 

- between the laborator7 transport test on the filed package 

and test on the empty container. 

- between the str,.;nght and other properties of the various 

materials used in making the container and the tests on the 

empty container (e.g. mullen test for corrugatsd fibre-board 

box) 

Let~ consider the first correlation on a basic of s•e saapl.ee 

from practice for example two test journey conducted by Polish 

PBckaging Research and Developnent Centre to Japan and South 

.America {Brazil, .Argentina) 

As we know a cargo during storage,transport and reloading are 

effected by a complex of physical factors lmown as mechanical 

hazards and expressed by means of so called overload factor G. 

The overload factor G is expressed by the ratio of the value 

of acceleration given to the mass of the cargo to the value of 

gravity acceleration. 

What it can express in formula: 

a 
G = 9,Bl 

The G factor ia also 

called the impact load !actor 

P= m.a 
p 

~T 

m- mass 

2 
m/sek 

a- acceleration 

9.81 - gravity accelevation 
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Looking at the problem in another way we realize that since 

the weight of any articel is simply due to the p1ll. of gravity 

than if it has G times ptll of gravity acting on it, it •s 

•eight •ill appear to be G times as great as normal. 

In each of the considered kinds of transport overload factor 

of different value are appering. 

This is caused by diametrically different conditions appearing 

in particular kind of means of transport used for shipamt of 

cargoes. 

As it bas been mentioned before in order to define the size of 

mechanical hazards affecting the cargoes forewarded by sea, 

measurments have been carried out during two scientific - testing 

voyages. 

Within the period from the 2nd December 1975 to the 15th r.tlrch 

1976 on the ro·ute Gdynia - Japan -GdJllia on the vessel of the 

tonnage 10.930 BRT-(1 BRT = 100 cub.feet) 

The total distance of the route amountet to 50.500 km. 

The second voyage was undertaken within the period from the 

6th Pebruary to the 15 th April 1978 an the ro.ute Gdynia- South 

.America - Cll!ynia on the vessel of the tonnage 8.680 BRT 

The total ~enght of the route amounted to 26.000 km • 
.. 

During the a forementioned voyages besides the f'undamental tests, 

observations in the range of methods of reload handling used 

in particular ports were also carried out, and one has got 

acquainted with equipment of these ports with reloading and 

handling devices. 
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::&asur:nents of mechanical hazards which were carried out during 

these both voyages consisted of : 

a) measurement and registration of values of accelerations 

caused by the longitudinal and transversal sway of vessels. 

b) measurement of level of vibrations of vessel •s construction. 

c) measurement of angles of longi tudina1 and transversal tilts 

of the vesse1s. 

More over, collection of additional data having essential 

influence on the size of measured accelerations was made-An -eYHT 

day the following data were registered : 

- the rea1 rout of the vessel. 

- speed of the vessel. 

- direction and wind power 

- state of the sea 

- mass of the transported cargoes on particular sections of 

the voyage rout es • 

5 Measurmg apparatus 

For the measurment of the values of acceleratious caused by the 

longitudina1 and transversal sway of the vessel the electronic 

measuring set of the firm BrUel-l(jaer was used, which consisted 

of: 

a) piezoelectric accelerometers transforming accelerations into 

electric impulses proportionally to their values 

b) charge amplifiers enabling the measurement under application 

of cards of suitable length linking the measuring points with 

the central registration stand. 
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c) electronic voltometers and frequency analysers, serving 

for the control of the reqularity of fUnction Cif measuring 

patb and for earring out o'f direct read - out of val.ues of 

accelerations appearing in particular measuring points. 

d) Tape recorder serving for miqpietic tape record of the course 

of changes of sizes of accelerations and vibrations in the 

time fUnction. 

e) portable vibration meter serving for measurment of vibration 

of vessel's contru.ction. 

f) special constructed devices and cbnograph for measur•ent 

of longitUdina1 and transversal angles of tilts of the 

vessels as well as periods of oscillation. 
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6. Performance of measurements 

i:easurement of accelerations caused by the longitudinal. and 

transversal svay of the vessel. 

In both voyages the same method of measurements was used. 

The val.ue of acceleratious caused by the longitudinal and 

transversal sway of t~e vessel were measured by heads (sensors) 

having pizoelectr±c accelerometers. 

The measuring heads were situated at places where the maximal 

values of accelerations are appearing. 

In Fig-1-Appendix 1 the scheme of distribution of measuring 

heads and stands for measurment speeds of vibration of vesse1 •s 

construction has been illustrated. 

The scheme of the 12th of simUltaneous measurement of acceleration 

components caused by the longitudinal or transversal sway of 

the vessel is illustz:acted in Fig-2-App.2 

The . •easurment of the angle of transversal C"'> tilts as •ell 

as of the longitudinal (/Jl of tha vessels were carried out as 

illustrated in Fig 3-App.) 

7 .Analysis of test results of mechanical hazards 

The results of tests of acceleration values deriving from 

transversal and longitudinal sway of vessel were set together in 

the tables Which.al.lowed marshaling receiving data. 
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TABLE- : 

Val.ue of the c cmpment in g 
Compment a 0,01 O,Ol. a 0,1 0,1 a 0,3 a 0,3 Maximal 

Frequency of appearance in ~ "lal.ue 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Transversal 
a 47,3 36,1 8,3 8,3 0,630 z 

Verllical. 
a 51,5 37,5 8,3 2,1 0,300 

y 

Transversal 
az 32,5 35,0 27,5 5,0 0,525 

Vertical. 
a 37,5 30,0 22,5 10,0 0,415 y 

FrClll the above tab1e results that during the sea transport 
by the vesse1s acoe1erat iDns deri. ving from transversal. swey 
of the 1o•r value than 0,3 g represented about 98 ~ of 
the total number of tha registered vertical. acce1eratiais 
and about 92 " of the total. number of transversal. a::rce1eratiau 
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In Tabl.e-2 ._. illustrated the rel.ative frequen.c7 of 
appearanoe of acoel.eraticna of ccapcm.ents/ax and '!YI- in 
particular ran.ges of their v&lwta-deriving fraa tb.8 
1cmg:L.tucliD&l. ...,. • 

TABLE- 2 

Value of the ccapmmt in g 
Cailp<ll9llt O,Ol. 0,01 a 0,1 0,1 a 0,3 a 0,3 a .. %:1_, 

Preqwm.q of appea:rance in~ Value 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lcag.f.:tud.iJlal 
ax 51,5 30,5 l.6,6 1,4 0,400 

Vertical 
a:v 57,0 30,5 11,1 l.,4 0,300 

Loagitudi.Dal. 
a 48,2 31,6 14,4 5,8 0,425 x 

Vertical 
aJ' 54,3 29,5 l.2, 8 3,4 0,345 
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?. From the table ••••• results, that the acceleration o= tr.e 

lower value th211 O, 3 g deriving frol:l the longi tud.i:}al $:ay 

registered on the vessel or_ voyage to Japa:i represented about 

99 ~ of the t~tal nuober of accelerations both measure:ie.~a 

of the parallel directions to the longitudinal axis of the 

vessel and of the vertical direction. Blt on the other ha"'la 

during the voyage by the vessel on the route to the South 

.America accelerations of the lower value than 0,3 g re~rese."'l.ted 

about 97 ~ of the total number of the registred vert~cal 

accelerations a.."'l.d about 94 ~ of the total nu.=ber of lo=-~i tud.inal 

accelerations. 

Fro:i ~his a.~alysis results t~at in both ~rv~Ies the registered 

values of accelerations are similar. 

Blt the acceleratio~z of higher value were appearil'].t a· little 

001 e often duri."'lg the voyage to the South A'!lerica. 

?ro:i tha above results that under nearly sicilar \Yeather 

conditions the di~~sions of the vessel have essential i."'l=luence 

on the size of accelerations and the fre~uency. 

8. Conclusion :'.ro:n tests carried. out duri."'l.g both vo;r~-;es 

a) The greatest :iechanical hazards arising on accou:~t o~ 

transversal tilts affect the product and packages being at 

the vessel side, but the greatest hazards caused by the 

longitudinal tilts affect the loads placced in bow or ste~ 

parts of the vessel. 
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:rhe values of :?1.echa."lical hazards cause:! by t!le tilts o--

vessel increase prcJ0rtionall7 to dista..~ce fro~ axis 

ships. 

o: 

The absolute values of the !!leasured accelerations i..'P'! bot:1 

voyages did not exceed 0,7 g. The tests have indicate~ also 

that without regard to the type of the vessel and the rout of 

the voyage the greatest number of accelerations - !lore t?:a."1 

90 % did accur of t!1e value wi thi."l t!1e r~-.:;e fro:i O, 81 - O, 3 c • 
. 

Accelerations havinc the value of !lore 

rather sporadic fro~ l~ - l(}'j of the total nu~ber of t=!e 

~easured accelerations. 

• ) -- . . 1 ' ..; d b ~ . , -o :,.ecnanica naza.r .. ~s cause y c.:J:la::!!.C _oaa.s, 

result of vessel •s s•:1a7 and function of eriving syste::i ~e,eni 

also on many variable factors as : state of the sea, 'f!~'"'lc :'..JO'::e~, 

the a."16le beween wi..~d direction a.~d tae route of the 7essel, 

spe~d of the vessel place where the load was located a."1~ cesree 

of utilization of vessel cargo cerring capacity. 

c) The :?1.axi:nal tilts of the v~s sel clurin.: the voya.:;e to Za:;a:i 

reached to 20° a."'!d during the voya;;e to South A"lerica reacr.e.:::. 

to 18°. 

At such tilts of the vessel, package~ sto~ed irregular c~ te 

damaged on account of shifti.."le and striki.~& one 2-t:ai.'P'!st ot;1er 

packages being in the neighborhood of sa=ie. 
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The session on - "The p.ir:pose of testing " ~~ h'=''='n 

supported by the demonstration of 14 th slides of the 

Polish Packaging Resear~ ?~d DeveloJIDent Center in 

Warsaw. 

The slides was concerned wi-th carry on. some years ago, 

resarch field testing on the research station in India 

and the tests journeys on the vessels to South .America 

and Japan. 
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TRANSPORT PACKAGING STATIC STRESS RESISTANCE 

TESTING KETHOD FOR STACKING TEST 

rrinciple of method 

Package ready to test put on flat horizontal surface should 

be loaded by predetennined load in required time. 

At the beginning of test should be determined: 

Annex 8 

- value /great/ of load by which the package will be subjected 

to damage or by which it overcomes allowable value or when 

damage of packed product in kg appears, 

- time during which load exerts on package in hours h, 

- deadline of deformation in horizontal and vertical planes 

in nn. 

Test can be conducted as an individual test or as a part of 

multi-test schedule. 

Testing equipment 

Should consist of horizontal base, set of weights /loads/ 

and load platform /plate/ with handles to hang the weights. 

Surface of the base should be equal and rigid. Difference 

be~ween two points of the surface, the highest and the lowest 

ones should not overcome 2 nm. 

The load platform shouJd be sufficiently rigid and equal. 

Difference between two freely chosen points of load platform 

should not overcome 2 mm. 

Edges of the load platform after placing the packages /samples/ 



for tests should protrude over the edges of these packages 

/~amples/ not less than 100 .... 

The load plafonn should have weights on it.fixed in such 

a way that thestress of compression forces influenced 

packages /samples is equally disseminated in order to secure 

the safe "'°rk during testing in case of defonaation or damage 

of the packages /samples/. 

Equipment for the measurement of deformation of package 

/sample/ should have accuracy of measurement amounting to 

+- 1 ... 

NIMlber of packages /sa1111ples/ for testing should be taken 

according to the requirements determined in corresponding 

standards. If the standard does not determine numbers of 

samples or if the standard does not exist at all, then 

mini..,. 8 packages /samples/ should be taken for tests. 

Conditioning 

All packages /samples before testing should be conditioned 

according to IS0-2233 /or PN-74/0-79156/. 

The packages /samples/ should be filled with proper 

product or tested empty /in case when proper /real/ 

product does not effect the rigidity of package/ and should 

be closed this way as it is used in reality /practically/. 

It is allowable to use dunmy product, but dunmy product 

must be a real substitution for proper product, e.g. 

it should have the same propoerties as: weight, density, 

interaction with walls of package and others. 

Performance of the test 

Climatic conditions during the test should be the same 

as during conditioning of the packages /samples/. 

The packages should be placed in proper attitute on flat 

horizontal base. 
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The load platform should be situated on teste packages this 

way that the center of gravity of the load platform should 

overlap with geometric centre of the top surface of packages 

/saarples/. 

Distribution of supplementary weights on load platform 

shot.Id be implemented very carefully and ~ally on al 1 

these parts of load platform which are in direct contact 

with packages /saarples/. 

Deviations in weight of load should not overcome 2 i of 

predetermined value of the load. 

Distance between the center of gravity of load and I01111er 

plane of load platform should be not more than soi of the 

height of the package /saaple/. Time of test should be in 

accordar.ce with corresponding standard cone. package or 

product. If in the standard time is not determined. so 

not less than 24 h should be applied or up to the damage 

of the package /sample/. 

!n the table 1 -below there is given tentatively time of 

storage of transport packages in warehouse and in table 

2 time of shipment of cargos in various modes of transport. 

Table 1 

Type of warehouse Time of storage /24h/ 

Warehouse - railway 

road 7 
air 

Warehouse in river port 15 

Warehouse in sea port 30 

Warehouse in net of trade 120 
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Table 2 

Time of transportation in days /21th/ 
Kind of transport 

country continental intercontinental 

railway 8 16 25 

car /road/ 2 5 10 

river " 18 -
sea - 5 60 

air 0, 1 
0 ·" 

The results of test 

As.!e.!S_!!e.!!,t_of .e.a£kage: Package is resistant to stati~ stress 

if after testing it is not damaged, deformation /bigger than 

predetermined in the standard/ did not take place as well as 

product in the package is not damaged. 

All packages subjected to testing should be resistant to 

stacking /static stress/. 

If even one package does not withstand the test, it should 

be repeated once again. 

If during the repeated test more than one packed /sample/ 

1 

does not withstand the test, so the package should be assessed 

that it does not meet the requirements of conditions for 

transportation and storage. 

The test report 

The test report should include the following particulars: 

al number of replicate packages /$amples/ which have been tested, 

b/ full description of the package, including dimensions, 

structural and material specifications of the package, 

its fittings, cushioning, blocking, closure or reinforcing 
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arrangements as well as reference to the standard 

on a basis of which the test has been conducted. 

c/description of contents - if si1a1lated or dunny contents 

were used, full details shall be given, 

d/gross mass of package and net mass of contents in kilograms /kg/, 

e/relative humidity, temperature and time of conditioning, 

temperature and relative humidity of the test area at the time 

of test as well as whether these values comply vilh the 

requirements of standards cone. conditioning, 

f/the attitude in which the packages /samples/ t11ere tested, 

according to the standard concerning identification of parts 

during testing /IS0-2206/, 

g/mass/in kilograms I of total load, including mass of loading 

platform and the period of time during which the packages 

vere under load, 

h/location of deformation measuring points on package 

and stage of test at which measurement of deformation 

vas made, 

i/type of measurement facilities used, 

j/record of the results, findings vith all observations 

which may assist in correct interpretation, 

k/date of testing. 
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A::inex "j 

TRANSFORT FACAAGES TESTING ~.ETP.OD FCR CO~PRESSION TEST 
/~UASISTATIC TEST/ 

Princi~le of me~h~d 
------·------------
The ~ethoj deter.:iines resistance of package to hazards 

appearing during compression of package oy rigid plates 
of compression tester up to the ~oment when damage occurs 

or predeter~ined value of load ~r linear deformation are 

attained. 

Test can be conducted as an individual test or as a part 
of multi-test scnedule to ceasur~ the ability of pa~~age 

to withstand a distribution system which ir.cludes 

a compression hazard. 
In order to test resistance to compression following data 

should be deter.nined: 
- ~!!!!!6!_!~!~ in kg /N/ unde= exertron of which package 

/sample/ is da:naged, looses its rigity or linear 
def or~ation of package overcomes predetermined value 

or packed ;>roriucts become dar..a5ed, 

- ~!~!~!!!-~!~!~! load in kg/m2/~/m~ whic~ is e~pressed 
by tne ration of d~.L.rnae;e load to tne s:irface o:::- parlcag"! 

/sa."lple/, dP-ter:ni.1ed by out~ide dir.:ensior.s, 

linear defor~ation of pac~a6e in m/ill, w~icn is 
------------------aeter~i~ed by magnitude of dis~laceT-ent of coxpres3ion 

~ast~r plate from the mo~ent of applying of the load 

20 kg i196'.~/' 

- £~E!~!1~!l_gf_?~5~!g~ to wit~s~and prel~~er~iLed load 

without da~age, loosing of ri~iriity ~r witaou~ overcon~ng 

predetermined li::iear de!'o.cn.ation. 
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Compression tester. 

Usual testing eq·1ipment is compressi~n tester whicn 

should be suitable to measure value of force with deviation 
not bigger than +- 2~ of measured value and with a percentage 
of error not exceeding +- 2 % of load /compression for~e/ 
and a~curancy of plates displacement +- 1 mm. 

Other technical requirements for c~mpression tester: 

1. Compression tester should be suitable to compress load 
through uniform movement of one or toth plates at 
a relative speed of 10+3 mm/min. 
Up to the moment of attaining 20 kg /196N/ i~ is 
possible to apply higher speed of plate movement 
but it s~ould be net more than 80 mm/min. 

2.Compression plates should be horizontal in the range 
from 2 to 2000 as well as flat and rigid. In time of 
testing the deformation of working surface of plates 
should not exceed +- 1 mm !=om geometrical flatness. 

3.Compr~ssion tester should be equipped with facilities 
for measurement of deformations with accuracy not 
smaller than +-1mm as well as with recorder plotting 
diagram during the test implementation /loading 

deformation/. 

4.Dimensions of plates should be so extended over tne 
whole area of the package /sample/ with which tney 
are in cont~ct that the distance of the every point of 
the package from the eages o! plates should be not 

less than 10 r.un. 
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The samples of packages for testing should be taken 
in accordance with requirements determined in particular 
standards. If the standard does not determine the number 
of samples or if standard does not exist at all, then 
minimum 3 samples of packages shoulc be taken for testing 

but it is advisable to take 5. 

All packages /samples/ should be conditioned before 

testing according to IS0-2233 /or PN-74/0-19156/. 

Performance of the test -----------------------
The packages should be filled ~ith proper product 
or tested empty /in case when prooer real product 
does not effect rigidity of p~ckage /sample/ and closed 

in this way as it is used in reality. 
It is allowable· to use dummy product, but dummy product 
must be real substitution of proper product e.g. it should 
have the same properties as: weight, density, interacticn 

with walls of package and others. 

Climatic conditions du1·ing the test should be the same 

as during conditioning of packa~es /samples/. 

It is permitted to test packages in climatic conditions 
different from conditioning, but the dis~ance of time 
between the end of conditioning and the beginning of 

the test should be not more than 5 min. 

T~e tested package should be situated oetween plates 
of compression tester in proper position - see Appendix 1. 
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In case of fibre board boxes testing /or similar in 
logic/ the manufacture joint should be always done from 
right side of the package /sample/. 

The upper plate should be moving down and up to attain 
the load vah1e of 20 kg I 196 N/. 

From this moment the deformation of package should be 
counted and the speed of upper plate moving down with 
velocity equal to 10 +- 3 mm per minute. 

At this moment the recorder of the compression tester 
should be switched on. 

If the recorder is not available, so without stopping 
the compression tester there should be made an observation 
of every 2 mm of deformati=m and after ending of tests 

the diagram should be plotted. 

The test should be performed in order to obtain pre
determined load of linear deformation. 

The test should be given up, howevr~, if the package 
is damaged, looses its rigidity or if such damage occurs 
that can effect the prot£ction of tne contents. 
At this point, value of load should be also determined. 

Each package should be tested only onr.e. 

The result of test 
-----~------------

I~ ~~der ~o determine damage load and relative damage 
load as a result of test we should take mathematical 
mean from all results of tests, but if the standara 
predicts the determination of character of results 
dispersion, so the value of "standard deviation" should 
be defined. This value is calculated according to the 

f or:nula: 
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c5 -

'ihere: 

x1 result for each package 

X mathematical mean of tests result 

n number of packages tests 

The result of testing should be considered as positive 
if values of mathematical mean. characterizing resistance 
of tested package to the damage load is not smaller 
and value of standard deviation is not higher than 
the value predetermined in appropriate standard for the 
given package. 

Ih~-£~~!~!!~£~_2!_E!E!!~!-!2-E~~~!~~!~!~!~_!2~ 

The resistance of package to predetermined load 
should oe considered as uositive if number of packages 
which witns.:and t~sting is in accordance with the number 
of packages /samples/ predetermined in appropriate 
standard for the given package. 

The results from the conducted tests should be described 
in a form of tests report which includes the following 
particulars: 

a/ the number of packages /samples/ tested 

o/ full description of the package including dimensions, 
structural and material specifications of the package, 
its fittings, cushionings, blocking, closures or 
reinforcing arrangements as well as. reference to 
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the standards on a basis of w~ich these tests 
have been conducted, 

c/ description of contents - if simulated or dummy 
contents were used, full details should be given, 

d/ gross weight of the package and net weight of the 

content in kilograms /kg/, 

e/ relative humidity and temperature of the room, 
where tests were carried out, 

f/ the position in which the packages /samples/ were 
tested, described according to the standard 
concerning identification of parts when tested 

/IS0-2206 or PN-74/0-79155/, 

g/ distribution of measuring points on the package 
/sample/ and the method of measurement, 

h/ type of measurement equipment with description 

of manner of working, 

i/ record of ~esults, findings with any observations 
which may assist in correct interpretation, 

j/ date of ~eating. 
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DESIGN,PERFC>RlkANCE ABD TESTINiZ OF 

WOODEN CASES. 

Introduction : 

Wood was one of the first stru.ctural. material.s used by man in 

primitive days and it continues to be used til1 today for various 

purposes. 

The phenomenal expansion of industries after the 1forld ':iar II 

ever since,to result that the demand and consumption of timber . 
rose to such heights that popular species of wood from many 

forests were almost spent up.due to some time unplanned 

d.ef orestatlon. 

It is obvious, that even proper aforestation al.one, would nol; be 

able to meet the large and increasing demand of timber required 

for various purposes. 

It must be supplemented by improved utilization to achieve 

econolll1' of the material. without sacrificing the functional aspect 

of the object made of timber. This is particularly important now, 

due to the permanent increase in demand, hi6her freight rates. 

The first tne of shipping container to be manufactured was from 

wood. Although nowadays,use of wood for packagin5 p-~rposes has 

been lessened by the substitution of other more sophisticated 

materials, ( as for example plastics) it still has an important 

place in industrial packaging for heavy or fragile item which 

require rigidity and strength. 
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Packaging consumes upto 20 ~ of the timber in the !"o:-m of cases, 

crates, plywood, hardboard, fibreboard, and papers. 

Bow it is proposed to discuss various facts that would govern 

the c"nstzuction of a wooden and wood derived containers for al1 

kinds of commodities, but general guidelines are given which 

woul.d be helpful in designing a functional container for a 

particular requirement. 

Some of the Turkish Standard specifications of wooden and derived 

containers as well as materials are given below : 

TS 51 Coniferous saw timber 

TS 820 Qak lumber 

TS 801 Beech lumber 

TS 1249 Lumber of Black Poplar 

TS 3635 Fibre Buildingboard- definitions 

TS 46 Plywood- Veneer plywood with rotary cut, veneer, for 

Genera.1 Use 

TS 1465 Wood - for packing materials 

TS 1891 Wood Packages, terms, definition. 

TS 1508 Vocabulary of terms relating to pallets 

TS 343 Wood preservation (terms and definition) 

TS 344 Basic rules for wood preservation 

TS 1351 Wood for producing fibre chip and wood wool 

TS 1250 Sliced veneer 

TS 305 Wood Wool slabs 

TS ll42 Steel stripping for package. 
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2. Kateria1s : 

Wood is a structural. •teria1 deve1aped by nature to support the 

fol.isge and fruit of the tree, and it is remarkab1e strong to 

compare with its weight. Being a natura.1 :m.teria1 it is not very 

uni.form in its physica1 characteristics, however and it becomes 

necessary to se1ect and treat it in a mnner that will make it 

usefu1 as a packaging a.teri.a1. Some types of wood are better 

than others even the growing conditions of a particular tree will 

have an effect i'te own strength and other prope...-ties. 

Fort".JDB.tely, by selecting the proper variety sorting it for knots 

hard and soft rottenness and other defects. Drying it carefully 

and laminating it to make pl~-.rood or chippinb with physico-cc~~

ical treatment to make hardboard we are able to get a fairly 

uniform material for our purpose. There are hundreds species of 

trees of which about 100 are commercially useful, but onl.y aoout 

10 are really important, as for example : pine, spruce,fir, poplar, 

a1der, willow, birch, cedar, beech, elm, oak, hornbeam. 

Wood varies in density from 0.32 to 1.15 the heavier woods above 

0.55 density are_ stronger and have greater nail-holding power, 

but they are harder to work and have greater tendency to split 

and shrink. It should be remembered that wood is about 5 times 

as strong with the grain as it is across the grain. 

Moisture of Wood : 

The fresh cutting trees contain a large amount of water, the 

coniferous 40-170 ~ and the deciduous 35-130 ~ in relation to 

dry mass of wood. 

Since the properties of wood depend so much on the amount of 

moisture it contains. It is necessary to know the exact moisture 

content of a particular part of the timber before it will be 

subjected to perf'ormance in practice. 
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There are several w.;ys of detennining the moisture content of" 

wood for practical purpose the meat useful. are the electrical 

a>isture :meters. 

\'lith roughly spea.1d.ng , there are w.ter in wood in three forms. 

- as a v12.ter chemical.l.y connected 

- as a r.ater pbysicall.y connected , 
- as a T.ater free water.,. 

When tbber starts dr;yin.g, the " free water• evaporates but ~he 

cell ..alls inclucHng those of wood fibres are 7et saturated r.ith 

water. This point is ca11ed "Fibre Saturation Point", and is ~ 

accordance with about 30 ~ of water. 

After further drying natural or artificial wood beco?i:.es c.cre dry. 

By 15 to 20 '/. of moisture, wood is so cal.led " Air Dr:r -::ood", it 

depends on the climatic conditions. 

Wood from its structure is hygroscopic. That is, it absorbs moisture 

from humid or dan:p ataoap~ara.It also loses water when the atmo

si;.here.:S dry. In other words there is a permanent transfer of 

water between wood and surrounding air. But in so~ constant 

atmosi;l:eric condition equilibrium occurs between wood and Bl:!.bient 

air, this point is called " ~groscopic equilibriw: point" and 

to attain usually level 15 to 20 ~ moisture of wood. 

In this condition the wood has the best nail-holding power. It 

should be stressed that wooden boxes nailing at high moisture 

content for example at 30 ~ of moisture after dried during sto~~e 

in atmospheric conditions lose at least 75 ~ of their resistance 

to handling. It should be remembered also that the weight of the 

green wood especially of soft wood like poplar, alder, willow is 

40 ~ higher than the same dried wood. 
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It is very important that wood bas veey good shock and coc.!)ression 

strength resistance and overall toughness. Genera117 speaking the 

wood bas very good resistant to mechanical hazards occuri.ng during 

transportation, loading and handling in all distribution system 

independing practically of climatic conditions. 

Por this reason wood is especi.ally predestinate for packaging 

purpose. 

Principle of Designi.ng : 

The best timber of which shoul.d be manufactured the wooden boxes 

and crates shou1d have about 15 " moisture : it should not have 

knots larger than one third the width of the board and should not 

have any knots at all in nailizl6 area and on the edges. 

There are various methods of constructing a nailed wooden boxes 

and crates depending upon the type of service required. 

One of the essential problem in constructing a nailed wooden 

boxes and crates is proper joint of the particular clats -

batten or boards in order to form main elements of boxes or cases. 

Let's consider some of the typica1 joint ( see appendix 1) 

a) ::sutt joint 

b) Ship lap or rabbet joint 

c) Tonai.• and groove joint 

d) Linderman joint ( dovetail ) 

e) 00.mb joint 
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The main elements of boxes or crates are bottom and her.tis. 

Generally people real.ize eas~ntial task of the bottom of the 

packages and strengthen it by the cross battens or skids. 

But proper constructions of heads are often forgotten that 

we remind. 

If we assume that costru.ction of the frame {see ?i.;. 1) Type 1 

will. have 100 any unit of strength • 

:ne 1 

100 

600 

::r:Je 3 

.7i_: l 

. 
- - -

- - -
llC 

120C 
----o /I -J ;/- --: 
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Very i.Jlportant place of &DJ' boxes, caaes, or crates is joint of 
head. top and side, because that place is a very often subjected 

to mechanical hazards during reloading, bandl ing in time cf 

transportation. 

The best construction system of joint in that place is so-called 

•three way corner•. A typical exaD1ple of 1.ltea are shown in F:...:;. 3 • 

Pig. 3 

The three way corner joint is very strong because every nail goes 

into side grain and each member is locked in by the other two 

members so that the nails are not likely to work loose. 
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Wooden boxes and cases : 

Wooden boxes depend on its destination for pacJcB6ing products of 
different weight. (See App. 2 ) 

It can be classified in four grcrupe : 

I - up to 150 kg 

II- from 151 kg to 1000 kg 

III- from 1001 kg to 20000 kg 

IV- above 20,000 kg 

The first group consists of five construction forD! of wooden boxes. 

All of them are nailing excluding one which is gluein5 and nailiJ16 

this form has got horizantal edges joint by "L; r...da:;:-ra!""' methods 

(dovetai1 joint ) or comb joint. 

The basic requirement told that minimum thickness of elements of 

each crate main e1ements should not be less than 9 mm. But 

depend of gross weight of the carga and kinds of the product a 

thickness of the elements for sides, top and bottom should be 

calculated on basic of formula. 

m=Ki ; ( No. 1 ) 

where, m - thickness of elements:'or all elements, mm 

G - gross weight of the box, kg 

b - sum of wideness of all elements consist one element,mm. 

K - coefficient depends on kinds of product to be ~eked. 

Value of coefficient K : 

a) 25 -for a product cooperate with box,is not sensitive to 

shocks (soap) 

b) 35 -for a product do not cooperate with box, sensitive on 

shocks, simply become damaged,( glass jar ) 

c) 30 -for a product average between a and b. 

e.g. product packed in indi~idual fibreboard boxes. 
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Thiclcness of elements of sides, top,and bottom can be less than 

in calculated on a basic of formula if we use steel bands, 

about 25 '/, in case of one band 

about 40 ~ in case of two bands 

The bands should be placed on one fifth to one sixth . the length 

of the box from the end. Outside elements of the boxes should have 

smooth surfaces. The thickness of the nails should be weilJr.atched 

to the thickness of the elements in order to avoid the cracks of 

the elements. 

Thickness of head elements of the boxes should alwa;rs be minimum, 

1.5 to 2.5 times as thick as thickness of 43ide elements. 

The second group consists of seven construction forms of wooden 

cases ( see app. 3 ). 

ill of them are nailed and strengthened by steel bands, all 

boards of basic elements together with ship lap. 

This group of wooden cases f cr seven construction forms are made 

d.'!!pendent of kinds and weight of the products. Table 1. 

Construction Weight of package Characteristics of Packaged 
Form contents in kg _Pr __ o_du __ ct __________________________ ___ 

Form I 151-200 ~any pieces products, not regular 

shapes, is not fastened to the 

elements of the cases. 

Form II 151-250 

Form III 250-400 

?.:any pieces products of regular 

shapes, is '.lot fastened to the 

elements of the cases. 

Many pieces as well as one piece 

products, not regular shapes 

fastened to elements of cases. 
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Constr.iction 
Form 

if eight of package 
contents in kg 

Characteristics of Packaged 
Product 

Form IV 151-500 

Form V 501-1000 

Form VI 501-800 

Form VII 501-1000 

One or many pieces product,fastened 

to the elements of cases. 

One or many pieces product,not 

regular shapes,fastened to -;he 

elements of the cases. 

One or :many pieces product of re..;..L.F

shapes, fastened to the ele~ents of 

the cases. 

Ver-j long products,fastened to the 

elements of the cases. 

Thickness of sha~"D!d boards for sides,top, and bottom of case should 

be calculated on a basi.e cf formula, 

where, 

( Bo. 2 ) 

m - thickness of shea1sd board, mm 

G - weight of products, kg 

L - internal length of cases,::!:l 

H - internal height of cases,c:. 

N - coefficien~ depend on construction form of case 

N=l , for the cases form I,II,III, and IV 

N=0.71,for the cases forr:i V,VI, and VII 

The width of the sheabd board in a.11 elements including board by 

edges should not be less than 70 mm, but board by ed;es should not 

be less than 100 1C11. 

The width of s:~i::~ should be calcitl.ated on a basis of form..U.e., 

__g.•ls 
b = 1.25 -,---8 m- n s· ( Bo. 3 ) 
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b - width of £kid , nm s 
G - weight of products, kg 

ls - length of skid , mm 

m - taickness ( height) of skid , DJCl s 
n - nutiber of ~i~s 

Thickness of skid should be o.8 + l.O of width of the skid • 

The third group of cases for weight of product over 1001 kg up to 

20,000 kg is characterized on a basis of different desig?i of each 

main element. 

The most important element for heavy cases is always bottom, because 

the heavy product must be :fixed to the bottom by screws or other 

durable ways. 

The bottom of this type of case should always have two skids at least. 

The distance betv1een two neighboured skids ·should not be more than 

1200 Im::L. Each of skids should has sliding batten e.ud end of a skid 

should be cut off under 45° angle to the bottom. The width of sliding 

batten should not be less than 0.5 of skid width, but thickness not 

less than 38 mm. The skids should be connected by the joints, 

number of joints depends on the dimension of the case and pre~icted 

place and ways of fastenning of the product. 

Joint of the bottom should be connected with the skids by screws, 

whose diameters should be selected according to table 2. 

Table-2 
Number of joints :r.:ax. v1eight of 2 3-4 5-6 6 case content, kg ?Lin. diameter of screv1s in mm 

3,000 12 12 10 10 
5,000 16 12 12 10 

10,"00 20 16 12 12 
15,000 - 20 16 14 
18.000 - 24 20 16 

• 

, 
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Calcu1ation of Dimension of Cross-section of Partict:.l.a.r ?arts of 

Construction Elements of cases : 

General Consideration : 

For calculation cross sections of particular parts of elements of 

cases shou1d be taken all.owab1e stress K in accord.a.nee With table-3. a 
It was determined for pine wood at 15 ~ moisture and taken into 

account safety' coefficient at value 5,25. 

Tab1e-3 

me of Stress by 1'endin~ across 3y com"Or-essi.:l{:" aJ.ong 
.. ndication, Ka fibres ' Kc fibres, Kc 

}reat of stress,r.:?2 15.0 8.5 
-

IJ;. case c:f tlSing othe?- kir•d cf species than pine as well s.s depenis 

on the type of transportation value of allowab:e stress ~ should 
a 

be calculated in t::Fa in accordance wi.th formuln .;iven belo\·:, 

v1here . oC coefficient depends on kind of specie~ . .... 

~- coefficient depends on type of transpo::-tat.ion 

"5 - 1.0 for surface,li7er and air transportation 

a( - 0.85 for se~ transportation 
ofr - 1 for pine 

for con:mon 0(1- 0.6 = 1.3 for cox:::mon use species 
The cross-section of skid : 

ThB width of skid b1 should be calculated on a basis of farmnle.. 

= o.68 ( Bo. 4 ) 
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where , Q - weight of content of the ~ase,N 

L - internal length of case , mm 

n - number of skids 

~- admissible bending stress,Iil'a, Table-3 

~- established thickness of skid, mm 

The thickness of sb.ea1ed boards of cases are shovm in Table-4. 

Table-4 

Weight (mass) of 
contents of cases k? 

Uin. thickness of sheathed boards 
depend on transportations in mm 

below 5,000 

above 5 000 

Surface 

18 

21 

Sea 

21 

24 

A'hove illu,..tra.ted values · ·· determined by assumption that 

~reduct is fixed upto join~ cf bottom or skids. 

The thickness of joint n.2 in mm should be calculated. : 

a) In case two skids of bottom on formula 

h_ ={3P (S-C) ( Bo. 5 ) 
~ 2b2 ~ 

b) In case three or more skids of bottom on formula 

h2=~ (Bo. 6) 

vth~re : P - Parts of force exerts on one joint, N 

S - internal width of cases , mm 

C - distance between points of fixed up the products 
to the joint, mm 

b2- established width ;f joint,mm 

~- admissible bending stress, Lr.Pa. 
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In case unequal distribution of load for calculation should be 

assumed the highest value of force exerts on one joint at the b~tto~ 

The width of vertical beam of frame of sides of cases b
3 

in z::m 

shou1d be calculated according to the formula. 

pl ( Ro. 7 ) 
b3 =Keh)~ 

A value of force P1 depends on internal height af case,E should 

be determined. 

) f <l 00 . t 0.04 L S a or H , O mm according o P 1 Jn-4 
( Bo. 8 ) 

b) for 1,000 ( H ( 1,500 mm according to p _0.035 LS 
l 3n-4 

( Ko. 9 ) 

c) for H > l, 500 mm according to p = 0.03 L S 
l 3n-4 

( No. 10 ) 

Vlhere : P1 - force exerts on vertical beam of side ,i; 

K - admissible coopression stress by compressins alo~g 
c .p•b ?'"n ... i res, ~a 

h3 - thickness of vertical beam , mm 

p - coefficient of lateral bending which figural value 
depends on slenderness of beaz:i.(t) is given i!l Table-5. 

H - internal height of cases, mn 

L - internal length of cases, mm 

S - internal width of cases,mm 

~ - numbar of verticam beB.I:l in one side of c~se. 

Slenderness of beam(s) shou1d be calculated according to fon:::.tla 

t. _ H.2fi 
s - h 

3 

(indication as above) ( Ho. 11 ) 
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Table-5 ---- . 

' B € B 
, 

B s J; s 

5 1.00 55 o.1r;I. 105 0.281 155 I 0.123 

10 0.99 60 0.112 110 o.25i 160 0.121 

15 J.98 65 0.662 115 0.234 165 i 0.114 . 
20 0.97 70 0.608 120 0.215 170 0.107 

25 0.95 75 0.550 125 0.196 175 . 0.101 

30 0.93 80 0.484 130 o.1e3 180 0.036 

35 0.90 85 0.429 135 0.170 185 ' 0.031 

40 0.87 90 o.;_;5 140 0.156 130 . O.OBE 
' 45 c.84 95 0.343 145 0.147 135 I 0.082 t 

50 o.ao 100 0.310 150 0.138 200 I 0.077 ' 
Intentedj.ate value should be linear interpolated. 

The cross-section dimensions of horizantal bea?:S o: sides as ~ell 

all beam of fra.II:e of heads as top of case, sho:ild be taken ~he sa.:e 

as cross-section of vertical bea.I:lS of frame of sides calc~lated 

according to the formula for b
3

• 

Wooden Crates f~r Product of ~eig}lt up to 1,000 kg : 

The most important thing for designing wcJden crates is to be 

aquanted with basic principles of crate constr~ction as a whole 

what it was about at the be3ining. 

The w~oden crates depend on construction r.ould be classified into nine 

construction fontS as it was illustrated on fig.ire 2-10 ( see 

appendix 4 ) and Table 6. 
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Table-6 
S1Jllbol A.D'lllicatior.s 

of Constru.ction of Crates '!feight of Chara::teristics o: 
Constr. l>ac~--e Con-

.Packag~ products Form tent, Ju: 
1 2 3 4 

I Acc. fig.2; set up fro:m indi- upto 80 One :pieC:! fl!"Oc::.o.Ct!: 
vidual batten; relation bet- , re6'11.ar sha::>es is 
ween the biggest and the I fastened to the 
smallest internal dimensi~n ' el~nts o: cratef 
of the crates should be as I 
1+1.5. Three way corner. 

' II Acc. fig.); set up from indi- upto eo : as f or.i:. I 
vidua.l batten; difference with I form I, batten in the middle 
position are parallel situated 
to the extreme batten. Three 
Wf..7 corner. 

III Acc. f'ig.4; set up from elements up to as !°O!":rl 
'P 

!. 

performed in shapes of frame; 100 i 

three way corner. I 
I 

I 

IV Acc. fig.5; as form III,but each ~P tc j as for::: "r 
..... 

cne of frame elements is 150 
strengthened by one cross batten I in the middle,three way corner. 

v fig.6; as form III but from 
I 

!"or::. I Acc. as 
each of frame elements is 100 r 

strengthened by two cross batten~ upto I 
in the middle.three way corner. 300 i 

I 

Acc.fig.7; each one of elements 
I 

VI up to ; oke or TUI-;; piece 
is strengthened b7 one cross 200 : prod"..lct~, ·;;i 'th 
batten on the both sides,botto~ possi'bili<,;; -;o 
and top o!" crate are strengthenel f asteni~~ to the 
b7 two girthing battens, relatio i botto~ o!" era~~. 
between the biggest and the 
smallest internal dimension o!" t ie 

crates should be l+ 2.5 • 
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VII 

nrr 
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2 

Acc. fig.8; A crate is set up from elc:c.ents : 
heads - perfon:ed as in fo:n:. V. 
sides - a1l s11inger batten are situated fron 
outside of the element joint a.nd cross batten 
from inside.Gap betr.een two joints not !".ore 

• than 800 I?E..top and botto~ - e.11 joint batte.:is 
are situated from outside of the crate,string-er 
from inside; ~p between stringer batten of sides, 
top and bottom not more than l+ 3 of width of the 
batten, between joint batten of top and botto& not 
more than 2+4 of width of the batten. 

Acc.fig.9; A crate is set up fron:. elements : 
heads - a1l joint battens are situated from 
outside of the crate,stringer and cross batten 
fro~ inside.sides a.nd to~ - as in for:l VII. 
bottom - full llb.eated. by boa.."'"d in le~h and 
a basis of three skids in rid.th , distaz:ce 
between two skids not more than 800 mm. Gap 
between batten (board) of each ele:c:.ents not ~ore 
than 1+3 of width of the batten (boa_-rci.), outside 
of the crate anti 2-4 inside o:: the crate. 

3 

500-cOJ 

4 
I 

I one or 
I ~a ...... ·:i 
t -~ !a"~ 
t ~·-""'-

p:::."cd.;.icts 

len,:;t~a!:. 

shapes 

o::ie or 
ma.n.:1 
piece 
prod.".l.cts 
f asten.ed 
to 'the 
bot ton:. 
of the 
crate 

IX Acc.::ig. 10; A crate is set up from ele~ents : 500-1000 one or 
:::ar-y 
-oiece 

heads - e.11 stringer board are situated from out-
side of the crate joint and cross board from inside 
of the crate. sides - e.11 joint boa.."'"d sitaated frox:::.. 
outside of the crate, stringer and cross board fro~ 
inside. to~ - all stringer boards are sit-.iated fro~ 
outside of the c::-ate joint board from inside. 
bottom - full sheated by board in wi.dth·ona basis o" 
two skids in length, distance between two skids 
not more than 1,000 mm. ~ap between board cf each 
elements not more than : 
-1-3 of width of the board outside of the crate 
(heads,~ides,top), - 2-4 inside of the crate 'ton). 

I products 
I .. ..;•h 
I •. ..._" 
1 l:sr -""he"'· r .-··-:;, rtl .... ~ 

1 s.aapes 
: :astaned 
: -:o the 
I botto:c:. o: 
~h~ crat< 

Thickness of the batten (board) of the c::-ata should be the sa~a (e~ual) 

!or all elements of the crate and calcP.lated accordin0 to the !'o:::-::ule. 

but not less than 16 mm. 

m = K J 'J? { !lo. 5 ) 
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-::here, m - thickness of batten (board) , mm. 

K - coefficient depen~s on constr-~ction forr. of the crate 
and kind of transport acc. table-7. 

G - weight (mass) of contents, Kg 

p - the bigg-est dimension of the crate, I!:Ml. 

r - the Sll!a1lest dimension o:f the crate,:cml. 

Table-7 

Construction f o:rm Co:mnon Transport Container T:-ansport(ho:c.e-hor.e 
of the crates 

Value of coe:fficient,X ,. 
I 2.0 1.7 

II 2.0 1.7 

III 1.8 1.5 

rv 1.5 1.2 
y 1.2 0.9 

\TI 1.0 o.e 
VII o.6 0.5 

VIII 0.5 0.4 

I~ 0.5 0.4 

Thickness of the boards of the botto~ of the crate sho:ll~ not be 

less than 19 Im!l. Dil:lensions o! the cross section of the skids 

should be counted according to the formula on pa3e 12 

e.g. 

Perf orma.nce 

bl = 0.68 

. 
• 

Q L ~ 
I(_ h -n I:> 1 

( Ho.4 ) 

• 

All ele~ents of the crate can have karf surfaces ar.d should ba 

joint by nailing. All joininJ nails shou.ld be banded ar.d har~~a~ed 

to the wood again. (r.ails-see App.5) 
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Bval.uation of performance of r.ooden contaiLe:::-s : 

P:.irpose of Testing : 

It must always be re~em.bered that the proof of a:r::.i packa~e l~~s in its 

perfon::a.nce in the field for which it r.as designed ove~ a relatively 

long period o:f t:ime,only in this way a pa.c:;rage can be eVE.l:;.ata~. 

J1hY' test ? 

There are three n:.ajor reaso~s for doing tests on packa~es : 

1- To predict performance in practice 

2- To control quality 

3- To obtain infon:iation to ~odify, i.Ii'.i.prove or red~ce the cost of 
the package. 

Bat the fi:::-st reason is the c.ost important and a:-::::ec~s the cth.e!' t·::o. 

In order to p!'edict per::or.:ance a ceas~e o:: co:-e2..atio;. is :::eeded 

bet~een the tests ca::-ried out in the laborato::-; a!:.c the beha7ic:- o:: 

the package in practice. 

Three corelations are reqaired. 

:irst , bet~een the field performance of the pac~~a;e ar-c laoc~ato::--J 

transport test. 

Second, between the laborator-; transport test on the filled pa~~a~e 

and test on the empty package. 

Third, bet~een the strength and other properties o~ the vario~s 

materials used in makinb the package and the tests en the e~pt; 

container. 
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All these are required in order to obtain infoni:ation abc~~ ~he 

pack's strer~hs and weaknesses when subjected to specific hazards. 

How to test ? 

On a basis of "!!JB.D:.l yea_-rs experiences i.J1 the field ar:d labc!'a to:-".; 

Polish Pa.cka.gine Research and ~evelopment Ce~tre elaborated 

te~ts (anong others) for wooden containers.They test -.coda~ 

containers according to the basic standards, 

:i?!:-70/0-79100 for containers •Ni.th gross ~ei.6ht upto 150 ~;, 

PN-84/0-79101 for containars with gross weight above 150 ~g. 

~e fi_-rst standard PN-70/0-79100 !oreseen ind~vi.~ual t~s~ schedule 

as well as multi test schedule (simulating hazards occ~ iI: 

distribution syste~ of cargoes) on a basis of z:a.in test conce::::'Iling 

with mechanical hazards as : 

- drop test -ISO 2248 

- d_~ test -ISO 2876 ASII.: D 7e2-E2 

incliI:ed plane test -ISO 2244 

- co~pression test -ISO 2672 
ISO 2234 

- vibration test -ISO 2247 

The second standard PK-84/0-79101 on a basis of practical 

experiences concentrated on a mechanical hazards occ-.;r i~ cas~ of 

- drop tests and 

-tests on resistance of package against pressure force exe~tad 

by strops during reloadine;. 
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F i I . . lyfll ef ... " jeiats .. ~ ill fl•ricatial ... ..,ilea .. flrts 

a) Butt ioint 

b) Ship lap or 
rabbet joint 

c) Tongue and groove 
joint 

d) Linderman joint 

e) Comb joint 

Metal corrugated 
faster• 
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WOODEI IOXES 

f i 1 . T"ial tH• ,11s ef ••ttt• •• ••1r• c .. str•ctiH 

Batten 

Battens 

Batten 
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Appendix 4 

Rys. 3 

--------·- ... 
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RYJ. 4 

Rys. 5 
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' 

Rys. 7 
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Appendix 5 

\ 

E F G H 

Basic types of nails: A. COlllDOn; B. Bright box; C. Cooler; 
D. Sinker; E. Clout; F. Spirally grcoved; 
G. Annular grooved; B. Barbed. 
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LIST OP' PAMICIPABTS !O 1'BE 

Kw of Partic..:.Pollt 

1- Amurt n.voz 
2- lb.fat fI&lf 
3- Ramzan K<mllY 

5- §iikrii OOlOLm 
6- Yqar CEILAN 

7- Kisak JOm:tLmLi 

8- Kehmet O'ZBEK: 

9-Jln81!!!!1er mYIIiDIZ 

10- l'ar1.1lt ULA.~ 

ll- Gitrsel COLAXOOW 

12- ismail ~ 
13- Kamil U!LABDU.R 

14- Abdurral:mian PALlZ 

15- Aziz Bit§! 

16- Ha88Z1 Tahsin QmREL! 

17- A tanur lllIDAR 

18- Kuza.ff er .A.LACAOClLU 
19- Aauman SOYU 

29'- Osan TA~ 
21- Pamir ERTEi 

lf w of Establishment 

Emek Elektrilc EodUstrisi A.~. 

Hace'ttepe UDiversitesi 

istanbul. Universitesi Orman 
h.kiil.tesi 

J(aldna nmp. Kurumu. ~ak:i ne 
Sanayi ltiiesseseii 

Ardem A.~. 

K.S.B. Teknik Hizmetler 

Sevan Vana Sazlayi 

Emayatq J.iadeni. Bua, Sa9 ve 
Emaye Fabrikalan. T.A.~. 

Emayetq Madeni Efya, Sac; ve 
Emaye Fabri1calan. T.A.~. 
Teba 

Diizce Meslek Y. Okul.u 

Yazar Pompa 

Orta Alladolu Seramik 

Orta Anadolu Seram.ik 

Ziraat Fakiiltesi 

D\izce 14eslek YUksek Okulu 

!GDCE 

IG:w:E 

Onlancl.hk Ara.9tirma Ells. ?sLUd. 

Orma.no1h.k J.raf t1noa Ens. liUd. 



22- Zeld. tJSAL 

23- Servet llA.GcI 

24- Ali TiTRElt 

25- iltan mmcAL 
26- Arslan OZltAPLAN 

27- .Ahmet DJt){DlLIQAKMAX 
• 

28- ismail OZCAN 

29- 14ehmet OLGUBP.AJIK 

30- A. Hi Janet ATHAN 

31- i:smat PJBLAK 

31- lt8JllB1 SJmTKAN 

32- .Ahmet ~ENKAL 

33- Cigdem KF)UHLI 

34- i:rfan ni:s 
35- :aamazan ozm 
36- Jlehmet M.D4i:§ 

37- Erol ozmo 
38- Y1lchz GUVEN 
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Oltls 

aaus 
Jlilli Prodiiktivite Jiierkezi 

Qanakka.l e Seramik 

C}Ma:kkale Seramik 

Qanakkal e Seramik 

Hacettepe Universitesi 

Gama Pamrlama 

i:staubul. Tic. Odas1 

iG:mE 
Orman Genel Miid. 

Tekni k ~ tim Faltiil tesi 

Tek:nik Egitim Faltiiltesi 

IGm:E 

DESiY.AP 
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TRANSPORT PACKAGES 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND TESTS 
OF RESISTANCE TO MECHANICAL DAMAGE 

PN-70/0-79100 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Subject of the standard 

Annex 11 

Subject of the Standard is concerned ~·ri th 
performance requirements and tests of tht transport packages 
resistance to mechanical damages occuring during handling, 
transporntation and storage of packaging product. 

1.2. Scope 

The procedures described in this standard are 
applicable for transport packages up to 150 kg gross weight, 
excluding sacks, metal cylindrical containers, glass 
containers, same kind of ".:he packages for very dangerous 
good as weel as packages for which are determined other 
requirements i~ regards with res~stance to mechanical 
damages. 

1.3. Terminology 

1. 3.1. Individual test schedule The hazard occuring in 
practice is simulated by a test on only one testing 
equipment in order to examinatio6n of a package resistance 
against this hazard. 

1.3.2. f.t~lti-test schedule : hazards occuring in practice is 
sinulated by subsequently tests applied to the sa"':le tests 
specicens on a few testing equipments according :o the 
s,ecific test schedule in order to simula~e hazards occuring 
one after the other during the distcibution processes. 

1.4. Applicable standard 

?rl - 74/0 - 79155 O~' :so - 2206 
?'f - 74/0 - 79160 or :;:so - 2248 
?"' ,, - 70/0 - 79161 or ISO - 2876 or AST!·i 0-782-82 
':>'" - 74/0 .. 79162 O!" ISO - 2244 ... 
?rr - 75/0 - 79163 or ISO - 2872 



PU - 70/0 - 79164 
PN - 75/0 - 79166 
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or ISO - 2234 

or ISO - 2247 

Height of drop depend on package classes is given in ~able 2 

2. Classification of transport packages 

2.1. Groups: :n depend of ways of utilization 
distinguished three groups of packages. 

1. For one way utilization in the country. 
2. For multitimes utilization in the country. 
3. ?or export products. 

is 

2.2. Classes : In depend of kind of packaging ?reduct it is 
distingushed three classes of packages: 

1. ::or safety products, don't resistance against schocks, 
excluding powder type products. 
2. For safety products, don't resistance against schoc~<s 

(fragile, breakable and sensati vely on shake vibration as 
well as for this products which are packaging in don't 
resistance on schocks unit package (e.g. bottle and for make 
of glass) 
3. ?or some kinds of dangereus goods (poisoned, caustic) 
wi -:hout any regards en sensi ti vi ty on schocks, and powder 
type products. 

2.3. Variants : Depending on basic shapes as well as l<inds 
of met~rials it is distinguished three variants of packages: 

1. Perpendicular made of paperboard, fibreboard and moulded 
:;mlp. 
2. Perpendicular made of various kinds of materials, 
e::ch!di:1g p-:.ck:·.ge.-: ma(e o:' paperboard, fibreboarC: and 
moulded ;mlp. 
3. ';Ii th ro1md and oval bottom made of various xinds of 
~a:er:a:s excluding me~al ~ackage. 

3. Requirements 

3.1. The resistance of transport packages ~o mechanical 
damages in case of individual test schedule 
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3.1.1. Resistance of pac!<age against compress ion ( :>y 
quasistatic loading) 

Every single one t:-ansport package s~ould oe 
resistance against compression by quasistatic loading ( ?) 
e;~pressed in newtons (N) count on formula 

n-h 
F= k -- • G 

h 

l:.'here 

H~ height of stacking, mm. 
height of package, mm. 

G- gross weight of package, kg. 
k- coefficient 

Height of stacking H, value of coefficient k and 
admissible deformation for particular modification of 
packages, depends on kinds of transportation is illustrated 
in Table l. 

Pack3ges 
Variants 

Table 1 

aoad and Railway 
Transport transport Sea t:-ansportl 

---~---,----------=-----:----..,----------' I k H I max • k I =1 I max. I 
I lacmissi~le I !admissible I 
I I deformation I I I de:'or!':'lation I 
I I (i:'!m) I I (mm) I 
I I I I I I I 

__ 1 ____ l1,2s130001--1-o--11,sol4000I- 10 I 
I I I I I I I 

__ 2 ____ l1,2sl3000I 15 ,--,- 15 I 
i I I I I I I 

__ 3 _____ 11,2s:30001 20 -11,sol4oool 20 I 

--------------------------------------------------------' 
3 .1. 2 The resist:ance of transport package against schock 
resulting f'roro a f'ree f'all. 

!very single transport pa.ckage of group 1 should 
be r-esistant to one cycle (set) o: drops for package of 
variants l ar.::: 2 in accor-dance wi ·::--. Table-3 and for packages 
variant 3 :~ Table 4. 
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Every single one transport package of groups 2 and 
3 should be resistant to two cycles (sets) of drops for 
package o! variants 1 and 2 in accordance with raole 3, and 
for packages variants 3 in Table 4. 

Height of drep depend on packages classe;;:; is given 
in Table-2 

Height of c!rop 
Cr:l 

Packaging 

!.Unimum 

Table - 2 

jClass of package 
' i 
I 1 2 ' i 
170 - Gi 50 - G!. 

I 20 20 

Gi - coefficient expressed in cm, which 

I "l ..., 

I 90 - Gi 

I 30 

itS figural value 
to correspond with figural value of ;i testing pac1cage 
gross weight (mass), expressed in kg. 
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Table - 3 

Position Center of Gravity Successive 
number of 
drops in 
cyC"le (set) 

Overlapping with 
symmetry center 
of package 

Do not overlapping 
with symmetry center! 
of package I 

-------1------------~---P-l_a_c_e __ o __ f ___ s_h_o_c_k __ (_i_m_p_a_c_t_) ____________ : 

one of corner at a 
bottom of package 

one of corner at a 
bottom of package 
situated much more 
close to c~nter of 
gravity 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 
edges formation corner has applied in drop I 
I, but in sequenc~s: I 

2 

3 

4 

-longer edge of a bottom of package 

-short edge of a bottom of package 

-edge of height of package 

a plane to form a corner which has applied 
drop I, but in sequences: 

5 -a bottom of pack~ge 

6 a plane has formed with longer edge of 
a bottom and heigh of package 

7 a plane has form·:d with shorter edge of a 
bottom and height of pac~age 

drops 6 and 7 it is applied by test of package class 3 
only 

I 
I 



successive 
number of drop 
in cycle (set) 
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Table - 4 

place of schock (impact) in accordance I 
with identification cf parts of pac~ages! 
when testing - ISO 2206 I 

~--~~------------------~--~~~~----------~~--~' 1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Point 1 
Pcint 4 
Point 3 
Point 4 

place (face)n~ber 
according to ISO 

2206 

generating line {vertical line) in 
place of joint of side of package 
{cont a.lner/ 

I 
( 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~--~~~--~----~--~--~--~~------~~--~~-~~--' 
3 .1. 3. The resistance of transport package against impact 
subjected to test on incline impact 

Every single one transport package of groups ; 
should be resistant to one cycle (set) of impacts for 
packages variant 3 in Table7. 

Every single one transport package ot groups 2 and 
3 should be resistant to two cycle (sets) of i:npact for 
packages of variants I and 2 in accordance with Table 6, and 
for packages varia.,t 3 - in Table 7. 

The distance {length) of dolly way in dependence 
of package class is given in Table 5. 

Table - 5 

Class of package 1 2 3 

Length of dolly way (m) 2 1,5 2 



Successive number 
.&" • 4 a.a. i.m;>ac l- in cycle 

(set of test) 

l . 

2 
3 
4 

5 
,.. 
0 

7 
8 

Successive number 
of impact in cycle 
{set of t~st) 
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Table - 6 

Place of impact in accordance with I 
iden~ification of parts of p~ckar;e~ I 
'N"heu testing - ISO 2206 I 

I --Pl&'"le 5 I 
' i -Plane 6 
I 

I 

Plane 2 I 
?lane 4 I 
edge formed by planes J and 2 I 
edge formed by planes 6 and 4 

edge formed by 9lanes 5 and 4 

edge formed by planes 6 and 2 

Table - 7 

Place o~ lmpar.t in accordance with I 
idencification of parts of packages! 
when testing - ISO 220c I 

---------~------------------+-----------------~~--------~-----------------1 I 1 
2 
3 
4 

generating 
generating 
generating 
generating 

line 
line 
line 
line 

1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 

I 
I 
I 

3~1.4 The resistance of transeo6rt package against vibration 

3.1.4.1. The resistance to vibration of packages group 1 

Every single one transport package of group 1 
should be resistant to vibration of parameters given in 
Table-8, it should be performed in joint time 35 min, but by 
the first 30 min vibration should be performed for 
parameters determined for road (car) transport in accordance 
with table 8 - row 2 or 4 and for further 5 min at 
parameters determined for railway (train) transport in 
accordance with table 8 row 3 or 5. 
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3.1.4.2. The resistance to vibration of package qroup 2 

Every single one package of group 2 should be 
resistant to vibration of parameters given in Table - 8, it 
should be pe1'for:ned in joint time 'iO min, but by .· ·e first 
60 min vibration should be performed at parameters 
determ~ne~ f~~ road (car) transport in a~cordance with 
Table-8 row 2 or 4, by further 10 min. at parameter-s 
deterr.iined ~or railway (train) transport in accordance flith 
Table-a row 3 or 5 

3.1.4.3. T.he resistance to vibration of package group 3 

Every single one package of group 3 which is 
tansparted on a road up to 2000 km. should be resistant to 
vib:-ation of parameters determined in point 3 .1. 4. 2. fo:
packages gro•1p 2. 

Every single one package of group 3 which is 
t~ansported on a road 2000-5000 km. should be resistant to 
vibration of ;:>arameters given in Table 8, it should be 
~erforrned in joint time 180 min, but by the first 150 min. 
vibration should be perr·ormed at parameters determined for 
road (car) transport in accordance with Table 8 row 2 er 4, 
and by a further 30 min. at para.~eters determined for 
railway \train) transport in accordance with Table 8 row 3 
O!' 5 • 

Table 8 

Parameters Height of package5, c~. 

up 70 above 70 

~ype of transport 

car I train car train 

l 2 3 4 5 

F'r-equency, Hz 6 8 6 8 

Amplitude, mm 4 2 4 2 

Vibration angle I 

of plate in 50 30 50 30 
r-egard to 
h~rizontal level 1 
grade 
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Over loading,N F=(~ -3).G 
hi 

the number of packages 
contemporary subjected 
to vibration 

3 

without over lcacing 

·"l 
c. 

hi -numeric value correlation with numeric value of 
packages height expressed in cm 

3 -gross weight {mass) of package, kg. 

3.1.5. The resistance of' transport packages to shakes and 
horizontal shocks 

Every single one package should be resistant to 
shak€.s and horizontal shocks performed in accordance with 
Table 9 in 30 min. time 

Table 9 

Length of dolly way mm 

m1mber of shockes in 1 min 

Distance of moving ~all of dolly 
case from package, mm 

150 

125 

50 

3.1.6. The resistance of' transport packages to shocks during 
f'all down and rolling 

Every single one package of class I should be 
resistant to shoc~s during three full rotary of drum and 
package of class 3 during fifth full rotary of drum. 

3.2. The resistance of transport packages against mechanical 
dange1· in case effect of hazards during distribution "multi 
test schedule". 
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3.2.1. The one '.'lay use packages foreseen to 
intercountry turnover (grou? 1) 

(for) 

Should be resistant to hazards (tests) •.-.nich are sequences 
and parameters, there are in Tal·le 10 

Sequences Kind~ of 
of h~zards 

hazards (tests) 

1 

2 

01!asi 
stacking 
(compression 
resistance) 

Drop 
resistance 

Ta.!:lc 10 

Parameters 

:;iame Unit of 
::ieasure 

Classes of package 

l 2 3 

Loading ~-l F=l, 25( JOO•lt) • G 

h 

Max mm 15 15 15 
deviation 

height cm 70-Gi 50-Gi 90-Gi 

min height cm 20 20 30 

number of 
drops in 
cycle 

Number of 
cycle 

4 

1 

4 

l l 

sequences The packages of variants 
performance l and 2 
of drops 

1-drop-on one of as in 
corner by bottom classes 
of package l arid 2 

but plus 

2-drop on longer 5 drop 
edge of bottom on the 
or package bottom 

3-drop on shor
ter edge of 
bottom package 

of 
package 
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4-dro:p on edge 
of height of 
package 
The packages variant 3 

1-drop-on as in classes 
point 1 1 and 2 but 
2-drcp on plus 
~oint 4 5-drop on 
3-drop on generating 
point 3 line in 
4-drop on 
point 2 

place of 
joint of' 
ride of 
package 
(container) 
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Sequences Kinds of P ara.."Ile te rs 
of hazards 
hazards tests) name Unit of Classes of package 

me sure 
l 2 3 

• . 
3 Vibration Loading N r=-~ =(c~ -3r 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.I 
I ,--

5 

Inclined 
impact 

Drum c.est 
turnover 
and roll
ing only 
variants 
! with 

Number of 
vibration 
per l min 

amplitude 

I time of 
! vibration 
i : 
t 

I 
I 
I 

I 
lenght of 
dolly 

I ways 

number of 
;imp.cycle 
' 

-

mm 

verti-min 
cal 

hori- min 
zontal 

m 

I 

. 
number of ! 
'.cycle( test~) 

- I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

hi 

250 

5 

10 

10 

1,5 1,0 

4 4 

1 1 

~inds of 
!impact 

The packages of varia'1ts 

I 
! 
I 
I 

2 
l.impact 
2. impact 
3. impact 
4.impact 

plane 5 
plane 6 
plane 2 
plane 4 

2 'I) 

I 
14 
I 
11 

I 
1 and 

i 
I 
l 
l 
I 

The packages of variants 3 
l.impact-on generating line 1-2 
2.impac~ on generating line 3-4 
3.impact on generating line 5-6 
4.impact on generating line 7-8 
-r----,~-------·--

numt.ie r. of 
drum ,. 
i::urn.over 1 2 

to9 cnvered _L 
__ ___.!_~-----··- -
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h-height of ?ackage, cm 
hi-~umeric value in accordance with nu~eric value 

of package height expressed in cm 
G-gross weight (mass) of package in kg. 

Gi-Coefficient expressed in centimete~s, which 
numeric value is in accordance with numeric value 
of (mass) gross weight of testing package 
experssed in kg. 

Table 11 

Sequences 
of hazards 
(tests) 

Kinds of 
hazards 
(tests) 

Parameters 

name Unit of 
measuring 

Classes of package 

1 Quasistacking 
(compression 
resistance) 

2 drop 
r'esistance 

Loading N 

max devia- mra 
ti on 

height cm 

r.iin.height cm 

number 

number of 
cycye 

Sequence 
performence 

of 
dr-ops 

1 2 3 

F=l,5 ~,.ee-:r~G 
h 

15 15 15 

70-Gi SOGi 90 Gi 

20 20 30 

4 4 5 

2 2 

The packages va:-iant 
of 1. drop on 1 and 2 
one of cor-ner 
by bottom of 
package 
2.drop on 
longer edge 
of bo·ctom of 
package 
3.drop on 
shorter edge 
of bottom of 
pac!<a.ge 
4.drop ::-n 
edge of 
height cf 
paci<age 

as in 
classes 
1 and 2 
~ut plus 
5-th 
drop on 
t!1e bot
to::t of 
;>ackage 



!Sequences !{inds of 
I of hazards 
hazards (tests) 
(test) 

3 Vibration 

4 incli-
ned 
ir.ipact 
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parameters 

name 

loading 

number of 
vibration 
per minute 

amplitude 

The packages 
l.drop on 
point 1 
2.drop on 
point 4 
3.drop on 
point 3 
4.drop on 
point 2 

Unit of ' Classes 
measuring, 

l 

N F=( 

mm 

ti!':le verti-
of cal I mi:;. 
Vibr-a- hor:-
ti on zonta~ 

length of 
dolly ways m 1,5 

nur.iber of 
impacts 4 

in cycle 

numbe:"' of 
cycle I - 2 

variant 
3 as in 
classes 
1 and 2 
but plus 
5 th 
drop on 
genern
ting 
line in 
place of 
joi:i.t of 
side of 
package 
(contai
ner) 

of' package 

2 ., .... 

-;G 220 
hl. 

250 

5 

10 

1,0 2,0 

4 4 

2 2 
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kinds of 
impact 

n'unber 
turnover of 
and rolling drum 
only variants turn-
1 with top over 
covered 

h-height of package 

The packages of variants 
1 and 2 
1. impacts-plane 5 
2. impacts-plane 5 
3. impacts-plane 2 
4. impacts-plane 4 

The package of variants 3 ; 
1. impact on generating 

line 1-2 
2. impact-on generating 

line 3-4 
3. impact-on generating 

line 5-6 
4. impact on generating 

line 1-a 

2 3 

hi-numeric value in accordance with numeric val~e of pac
kage expressed in cm. 

G-Gross Ueight (mass) of package in kg. 
Gi-Coeffiencient expressed in centiemeters, which numeric 
value of gross weight (mass) of testing package, expressed 

3.2.2- The reusable packages foresaen to (for) i~tercountry 
turnover (group ~. Should be resistant to double cycle (set) 
of hazards (tests) according to Table 10 

[·loreover between firc:;t and second cycle of hazards 
(tests) acc. Table 10 empty packages, ready to back ways, 
according to the practical custom by returnable 
t~ansportation, should be resistant to turnover and rolling, 
being subjected :o five (5) turnover i~ drum tester, in 
dependent of classes and variants of packages. 

3.2.3- The pacl,ages designed for export prodt;cts (group 3) 
Should be resistant to hazards (tests) which sequences and 
9ar~~eters, there are ~n Table 11. 
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4. Testing 

4.1- Prograr.une of testing 

4.1.1- Individual test schedule. In order to examination of 
packages compatibility with the standard of packages in 
scope of resi~tance to mechanical da.~ages in case of 
individual test schedule (3.1) should be conducted 
individual tests according to table 12. 

The indiv~dual tests should be conducted in ~he folowing 
cases: 

- Periodically in case when exist supposition 
about incompatibility bet~een package and requirement of the 
standard. 

- For campare different packages applying for the 
some product. 

- In c~se the matter of controversy. 

4.1.2- ~~ltitcst schedule 

In order to examination compatibility with the 
standard of packages, in scope of resistance to mechanical 
damages in case of multi test schedule (3.2} should be 
conducted multi test, perfor~ance on every one package in 
the sample, the following tests zuccessively: 

a) Examining resistance to deformation by quasi stacking 
acc. ?~.75/0-79163 

b) Examining re.aistance to schoc!< by free fall drop acc. 
PN-74/079160 (or IS0-2248} 

c) Examining resistance to vibration acc. PN-75/079166 (or 
ISO 224'7) 

d) Examining resistance to inclined impact plane acc. 
PN-74/0-79162 (o~ IS0-2244) 

e) Zxa.'ilining resistance to schocks by turr.over and rolling 
ace. ?:l-70/0-79161 

The multi test should be conducted in the 
following cases: 

- By moni 'toring pac!<age, for which as well the country as 
international rules do not foresight to apply individual 
tests. 
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TABLB - 12 

Is. 110. 1<ind3 of hazards ~lethod of Variants of ;>acka':'.'eS 
I (tests) for testing subjected to tests 
I indiviaual test according 
I performance to 1 2 3 
I 
I classes ot· package 
I 
I 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 ... 

• .J 

I 
I Silock by freelPr!-74/0-79160 
I 1 fall drop or •r x -.,. " x .. ,, x •r 

•\. A .i\. A o. .. \. 
I (drop tests) (IS0-2248) 
I 
I Shocks by PN-70/0-79161 j 
I 2 turnover I or ; ;: 

.., 'r v •r ...... •\. . .... •\. 

I and rolling I ( IS0-2876 ASTr-I 
I (Dru."il tests) ;D 782-82) 
I 
I Inclined 'PN-74/0-79162 ~ 
I 3 impact or ~x xx x •r x x ., x A ..... 
I (Inclined IS0-2244 
I plane tests) 
I 
I Quasi stacking PU-75/0-79163 
I (compre!'"sion O!' 

I resistance) 
. 

•r 4 IS0-2872 ·V xx x x I x . ., x :A A ..... 
I (compression IS0-2234 ' 

I tests) 
I 
I Shocks and I ?N-70/0-79163 
I ho:::-izantal 
I 5 shocks (impact) x v x .... 
I (horizontal 
I impact and 
I shocks test) 
I 
I Vibration PN-75/0-79166 
I 6 (tests) or x xx 

I 
x x x x x 

I !S0-2247 ' 
I 
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- For compare different packages applying for the same 
product 

- In case the matter of controversy. 

4.2- Choose and preparation of samples acc. PN-74/0-79155 

4.3- Assesments of the tests results. 

4.3.1- The package is resisc::ant to mechanical carnage. 

The tested package is resistant to mechanical damage, if 
after individual testing acc. 4.1.1 or mu~ti testing acc. 
4.1.2 is not tecnical destructed and product is not damage. 

4.3.2- The package is not resistant to mechanical damage. 

The tested package is not resistant to mechanical damage, if 
after individual testing acc. 4.1.1 or multi testing acc. 
4.1.2 is technical destructed and product is damage. 

4.3- Assesment of the group of package. 

The group of package subjected to assesment should 
be recognizing as in accordance with requirement of the 
standard, if each one of package in the samples subjected to 
the tests is resistant to the mechanical damage. 
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1. Materials for one pal et 

) 
) Hardwood, oak, 

1.1. 2 Beans 600 x 70 x IJO nm 
1.l. 2 Beans 500 x 70+f 80 nm 
1.3. 2 Cross bean& 584 x 70 x 80 nm 

(graln ..J... to the pl~ panel) 
) beech or oLhcr hard 
) ~ with dens~ty of 

above 700 kglm 
1.4. 2 Pl)"«Xld panel 600 x 500 x 10 111'11 

1. 5. l Al1.111lnl1.1T1 sheet 600 x 500 x-2 nm 
All wooden surface "1lttle 

2. Materials for four pallet• 

2. t. 8 Boane 600 x 70 x 80 nm • 0.00336 m 
2.2. 8 BeaNI 500 x 70 ~ 180 nm • o.00280 m 
2.3. 8 Cross bean& 584 x 70 x80tm=: 0.00299 m 

3 
Total t int>er "" 2:£L!!! 

0.00915 m3 

2 
2.4. 8 Pl)"«Xld panel 600 x 500 x 10 nm :: 2.4 m 

Total Pl~ ,w 2.8 m2 

2 
2. 5. Al1.111lnt1.111 sheets 600 x 500 x 2 nm :a !.:l.!!! 

i 
..... 
N 

i 

J 
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Annex 13 

~ of additior.al equipmlC and indispensable testil!s an:I cali.bratic:n accessoties 

Name of Equipment 

2 

Electromagnetic drop 
table with peak-G..aeter 

Auxi I iary equipment for 
p.I /above/ as well as 
for field study of hazards 
and calibration of other 
testing equipment 

Specifications 

3 

To study the properties of 
cushioning materials in 
dyna11ic conditions with 
guide vertical drop dynamic 
testing mechanism 

a-Adjustable cross head 
and re I ease mechan i Sii 

b-Drop head platen 

c-Box for I ead shot 

a-Amplifier type 2626 

b-Two chal"nel microphone 
power supply type 2807 

c-Two channel Amplifier 
type 2634;two pieces 

d-Bumb recorder type 2503 

or 

Tape recorder type 7003 

e-Vibration exciters 

type lt8t0 

f·Vibration transducers 

/accelerometers/ 

type 4370-S+2 heads 

type 4731-5+2 heads 

type 4321-three pieces 

type UA-0322;type 8305-S 

type 8306+type ZR-0024 

g-Portable Oscilloscope 

Suggested 
Suppliers 

4 

1.Tetronix Inc. 
P.O.Box 500 
Baverton Oregon 
97005 USA 

2.Karl Frank GmbH 
69'1 Weike1.1a/ 

Bergester 

FRG 

BrUel and Kjller 
DK-2850 

Naerum Denmark 

td /02/80-05-00 

National 

Hatsushi ta 

Japan 



1 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2 

lmpactograph 

or 

PIRA drop 

recorder 

Thermoph ii wi th 

accessories 

Hygrophi I with 

accessories 

Strapping devices 

Stitching devices 

Stapling devices 
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3 

For field and laboratory 

surveys of mechanical hazards 

For quick measures of temp. 

of air and surfaces of materials 

samples or packages -type 4.ltltlt 

in carrying case temp. range 

6o0 c to 250°c with semiconductor 

probe 

For quick measures of relative 

humidity 

Type 4451-3 with sensors and 

extension cable type 4414/4 
and carrying case 

Suitable for metalic straps, 

non-metalic straps, wire tying 

-semi automatic; 8mm to 25 nn 

strap width 

Stitching machine for paper, 

fibre board, jute 

For stapling hardboard, 

corrugated and solid 

fibreboard 

1.lmpact-0-Graph firm 

USA 

2. PlRA 

Leatherhead 
united Kingdoa 

Ultrakust Gerltebau 

GKBH 

HA-375 Rut.ansfelden 

FRG 

Signode Corp. Deptt. 

446 P"C 2600 W. 
Western Av.Chicago 

lllionois 60647 USA 

1.Beckchards ~chine 

Church Road 
King of Prusta PO 
19406 USA 

2.Spotnoils Jue 1100 
Hick Road Rolling 

"eadows lllionois 

6000 - USA 
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1- Brom x. Paabp cleeip engtn•eri.D&, ... York 1959. 

2- A OOQlete OOQ1"8e in canning, :Bel.ti.more 1959. 

3- - J'.!. the :pacng:lng of foo4 aD4 'beYeragee, LcmdOll 1960. 

4- Hoare 1f .E. !Hnpla• lml4bc>ok, Grem:tord J1144leaex 1965. 
5- Gl.ouarJ' of pungtng tams, Kew York 1967. 

6- Bane;, Jl.G. SUbYq o-r ocl1ll1r in. paohglng of -roocla, London 1963 

7- taraa S.A.. Paclmging Research : JD illventorT• AMA, Bew Yolit 1959. 

8- Lock A.. Practical. cam1ng, LcmdOll 1969. 

9- •c Guire :B.P. Packaging 8DCl paper counrtiDg adhesine, Bew York 1963 

10- Kc Eie J.W. !in C11D8 and tinplate, caabri4ge (Jlasaachusetts) 1959. 

11- Onin C.R. ProtectiTe W:rappin.p, London. 1954. 

12~ Pil4itch J. !he Silen.t S&l.esmn. Bow to 4ne1op packaging that sells, 

lcm4on. 1961. 

13- Selb;r J. w. Kodem food paokag:lng fila 'teclmolog, Leathe:rbeacl 1961. 

14- :Ba.rail L.C. Pac]rag:tng Bng:lneering, llew York 1954. 

15- Ban' on J. P. BaD4booJt of pactagt ng eng:I neering, Jl&C Grow-Hill :Book Co 1 

Bew York, 1971. 

16- :Broq, J..L., " Pooc1 CNm1 ng in Rigid am n •Xible PackagiDg" 

Critical lln1•• in. !'ood !ecJmoloa, JuJ:s l ~ . • u. s .J.. 

(l'oo4 Jng:tneeriDg, l'•'bruar:r 73, Pap ll2) 

17- ill.or, w.B., BaDdbook OD corrosion !eating 8DCl Bvaluation, 11.Y. WU.7 

1971 
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18- SacbarOw, Stanl.e7, •Food Packaging• (Avi, 1970}, "Principles of 

!'Ack.age Develoiaent• {Avi 1972),"B&Sic Guide 'to Plastics ill 

Packagjng • (cabx>ers 1973) "Principles of Drug+Oosmetic Packag:ine 

(11079a Data corp. 1974). 
19- Sherlock, JC + »ri:tton, sc. •coJIP].ex Fonation and corrosion Rate 

for ~in in Pruit Acids•. !.R.I. Publication Bo. 450. Brit. corr. 

J., 1972 7, JulJ', 180 - 183. 
20- sutnar, L. Package Desip. !he force of visual. selling. Bew York 

1953. 
21- ~. 1. S'trength in bottles. 'Ban"On's December 2, 1957. 

22- 11.-n, JW., Kotiva:tion Research and :mrketirJg mnagement. :Bo.ston 

1957. 
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Soyuynce Sirxetler Gr~bu 

Ankara - EGen~oga 

86.10.07 

Annex 15 

Visitea hy: Kr Zdzislaw KCSTRC - Url!DO Expert 
The Packaging Centre ~SE 

Person seen: Kr Raivan TOSYA - Head of }roauction Department 

Modern plant of medical accessories-production on a tasis 
of licence of American Corp. Jonson and Jonson. Raw materials 
are imported. Production so far is supplied for indegenous 

market. They faced some problems with liquids wnich are 
packed firstly in individual polyetnylene c~ntainer of 
capacity about 4,5 1, then in corrugated fibre boxes. 

The ocxes witn products are stored in warehouse in seven 
layers. Customers complain from time to time for leakage 

of containers i~ boxes. 

Because immediate ob~ervation did not inaicate any 

inadequation in performance of package, it was decided 
to aend samples to the Packaging Centre !or testing by 

static test and compression test. 

Tne boxes witn products are now under stacking test. 

~uasi stacking test on compression testernas oeen 

just implemented. 
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Date: 
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Ardem Pisirici ve Isitici 
Bolu 

86 .10.13 

lJ"isi ted i:>y: Mr Zdzis!:aw KOSTRO - U!HDO expert 
Mr Recep DEVECI Mech.Eng. /Msc/ 
The Packaging Centre TSE 

Person seen:Mr Veysel Sever - Dep • .Dir. Prociuctio!l r·:a1iat;er 
Mr Ergin Derkunt - Dep.Dir.Technical 
Mr Bilgin Ergun - Head of Quality Control Dep. 

A very big modern fac1tory on the area of 30000 m
2 

and 27000 m2 under production buildings. They manufacture 
mainly elect=ical and gas kitchens and accessories for 
domestic market and for abroad. One day efficiency about 
12.000 kitchens. They faced with many problems of packages 
but particular concerned with exports to France. 

General co&ts of package are 2.5 % of costs of production. 
They are exporting also to Algeria and Egipt. The kitc~ens 
are packea individually in wooden batten and boards, 
corrugated fibre board and polyuretane foam /styropor/ pads. 
They use a lot a individual as well as multi unit packages. 

'.nhe visitors found a lot of detects in packae::;in~ 
materials as well as in packages performance. 
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The following suggestions were made: 

- to apply oth~r ways of fixing bottom of the 
~itch~ns to wooden frame 

- to eliminate multi unit boxes for gas kitchens 
and accessories but to apply only externalwrappin.65 

and polypropylene straps, 

- to change place of applying metal straps to 
elec~rical kitchens package, 

- in the big multi unit packages for export corner 
joint of crates should be changed for "three way 
corner" joint and smaller general :olume of crates 
should be made in order to save costs cf freight, 

- some practical advices were made concerned with 
proper nailing as well as witn selecting of wooden 

packaging materials. 
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Visited by: 
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Demantas Demircioglu f.ntegre Ambalaj 
San.. ve Tic. A.S. Henae~ / ADAPAZ~~qI 

86.10 .14 

Mr Zdzis~aw KOSTRO - UKIDO Expert 

~~r Recep DEVECI 

Fe~s~n seen: Mr Sabri Kalaycioglu - Plant Xanager 

Modern plant constructed three years ago in order 

to produce wirebound boxes and pallets. The plant 
employs 200 peoples including 6 engineers. The area 

of production building is about 2.500 m
2

• 
The equipment of tne plant is ~odern, mostly from 

':'est Ger~any, some from the U .s.A. ana Italy. 

Findings --------
The prcd~c~ion process is car~ied on in proper ways 
wi 'th excei:tion cf ooisture of woo(. ;;..!.~ kina of nails 

used for nailing pallets. 
The proper advLces in t~is ~atter were ~ade. 



Visit to: 

Date: 
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AEG Eti ~lektrik Endustiri San. A.S. 
Gebze /Kocaeli 

86 .10.15 

Visited by: :0'.r Zdzisl:aw ~CSTRC - Ui:iILO Expert 

~:r R.ecep DEVECI -l(ech.En0 ./Msc/ -
The Packaging Centre - TSE 

Person seen:ft~r Selami ~UBASI - Production Manager 

~ very oig ~odern factory of A.E.G. The factory 
procuces mainly transformers, electrical swi~ch 
board and accessories and electrical engines for 

mechanical vehicles. 
They manufacture for domestic demand and for export. 
~ost of products are packed in wooden crates and cases, 
some of products do not sensative on mecha.~ical 
and climatic hazards are shipped to the customer 

on wooden pallets only. 

The substantial parts of wooden materials are cf 
very low quality and construction. Cases and crates 
are ~ade not in proper ways, moisture of wood on 

reasonable - air dried level. 
Some products are overpacked and some crates are 
too big in cc~parison with equipment insiae. 
The su~gesticns were made to seari some technical 
specifications to the Packaging Centre in order 
to re-elaborate in proper ways. x/ 

x/ The technical specifications have arrived ana are 
now under elaooration. The particular advice oy 
Expert has Deen made. 



Visit to: 

Date: 
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Turkiye Sise ve Cam Sanayi Fabrikalari A.S. 

Cam Isletme Tesisi 

Gebze/KOCAELI 

86 .10 .15 

Visited by: Mr Zdzislaw KOSTRO - U~IDO Expert 
Mr 'Recep DEVECI - r-1ech.Eng. /Msc/ -

The Fackagin~ ~eptre - TSE 
Person seen:~ir Taner HALECI - Deputy Direc"tor 

The moaern bi5 plant manufacturing aressin5 ~lass 
mainly for industrial IJUrposes as: su!1 prCJtected 

window glass, mirror glass and winascreen. 
The plant is equipped with very modern automatic 

and semiautomatic production machines made in 

West Germany. 
The production ispacked in traditional for glass 
sheets triangular racks as well as in wooden crates 

and cases. The costs of packages do not overcome 

5 % of costs of the product. 

The plant has good organization of pac~aging 
department. The ti~ber is dried and of good quality. 

The construction of packa6es is also proper. 
Some problems with window glasses are occ';ring 
eventually by packing window glasses into partially 

emp~y cases as well as by unproper fixing pac~aees 

on vehicle or careless unloauin&• 
Tne problems were discussed with plant repres~ntatives. 



Visit to: 

Date: 

Visited by: 
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ezeler £lastik ve A~balaj San. A.S. 
Istanbul 

86.10 .16 

iwlr Zdzi.s?aw KOSTRO - UiUDO Expert 
Mr Recep DEVECI Mech .Eng. /r-:sc/ -

The Pack~ing Centre - TSE 

Person seen: Mr Okan ESIN - ~ain Engineer 

The plant under extension, manufacturing plastic 

containers and bottles of high and low density 

polyethylene, cups made of polystyrene. 
The containers are manufactured on a basis of 

blow moulding and cups - injection moulding 

techniques. 

The machines were imported from West Germany 
/Bak.um ar.~ Jthers/, some auxiliary equipment 

~as made in Turkey. 

They do not face with proolems of packa~es 
but they are interested in packaging I main 
production/ testing and elaboration of packaging 

standards as soon as possible. 
They promised to be in contact with the Packaging 

Centre,in particular with transport testing 

laboratory. 



Visit ~o: 

Date: 

Visited by: 
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Tarim ve Orman Bakamli&i 
Orman Urtlnleri Genel MttdUrlUgtl 
Ahsap Ambala Fabrikasi 
Antalya 

86.10.30 

Mr Zdzislaw KOSTRO - U.i.\i:DC Expi::rt 
~r Recep ~EVECI - Mech.Eng. /Msc/ -
The :?ackaging Centre - TSE 

Pe_rson seen: Mr NaC'i. Ttlysflz - Dep. Director 

The big wood production factory owned by government 
situated on 8 hectars. They manufacture different 
types of wooden boxes ana pallets from own wooden 
raw ma~erials / logs/, mainly pine. The factory is 
equipped with West German machinery, the auxiliary 
equipment is made in Turkey. The raw materials are 
stored directly on the 5round, logs are not protected 
against solar radiation. A lot of cracks ar.d other 
defects can be observed there. T.O.e cuttin6 eages 
an:i sawing bands are not always sharp. The thickness 
of cleats on small boxes seems to be too big in 
comparison ~ith the purpose - for fruits anu vege
tables mostly. The costs of raw materials a..~ounted 

55 fo of overall costs. 

~!!!~!~tr;~ 
The facto~y shoula pay more attention to lois yards 
aid sna~penlng of eages of production macnines. 
The construc~ion of woouen boxes is proper. 
The factory faces problems connected witn sellin~ 
wirebouna boxes, wnich are stored in warehouse 
about two years and any customer wants to ouy these 
boxes because of the price, but tnis is more 
marketing problem .. than tecnnical .. The technic:~l 
discussions with directors were conducted. 



• 
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ITINERARY Cl TfE NIS::;ION 

From 17-th S~ptember t-0 28-th 
November 1986 

Sept. 17 Arrival in Ankara about 19:00 

Sept. 18-19 Meetings with the UNDP and TSE officials 
in order to get acquainted with tne scope 

of work,laboratory equipment and other 

facilities. 
Sept.22-23 

Sept.24-26 

Adjustment of Job Description the real 
possibility of implementation ana preparation 
with the Counterpart Direc~or actual work plan. 

Elaboration of specification of indispensable 

appalratus and auxiliary facilities in order 
to enable full workin~ capacity of transport 
package testing laboratory. 

Meetine;;s with representatives of supplying 
firms as: Brttel and KjAer, Packard, Loyds 

and others. 

Sept. 29-30 Conduc~ing with counterpart trial tests 
on compression tester wit~ corru6ated fibre 

boxes. t-:eetings with dele5ates of U~:DP/ma;;o 

l'i:r Barucha and Mr F .E. i"•adi ana discussions 
on the subject of tripartite review of the 

project. 
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')ct. 1-3 Discussin0 with counterparts on the sub~ect 

Oct. ft-8 

of indispensaole work to be done in connection 

with enabling of tests pertor~ance on main 
testin5 equipment as incline tester, compression 

tester and vibration table. 
?reparation of specifications and sketch of 

auxiliary facilities - see Annex 12. 

Visiting timber market in Ar.kara in era.er to 

buy proper wood for labora~ory auxiliary 

facilities. 
Visiting medical auxiliary facilities 
manufacturill5 in factory at Esenbo~a 21 Km 

from Ankara. 
Discussinc in worksnop principles of per1·ormance 

of auxiliary facilities for transport testing 

laboratory. 

Oct.9-10 Elaboration of materials for technical session 
witn the Packa6ing Centre s~aff. I~plementation 
of technical session on tne suoject: "Transit 

Pac~ages - tne purpose ana cocaitio~s of 

perr'or:nance" - see Annex c. 

Oct.13-17 Visits to factories in Bolil, ~encek, Gebze, 

Istanbul - see Annex ,5 

Cct.20-21 Elaboration of materials on a oasis of factory 
visits. Acquaintance with 7urkish ~tafidards 

co11cernit1E; woor.:.en materials anci C.eriva'tes. 
F:-eparation o.:.· mate::-ials for t:'le second 
technical session wi t,1 the st.a.ff of t.ne 

Packat.ini Centre. 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Cc~. 22-24 Imple~entation of tne technical session on 

the s~bject - " Tne purpose of testing" -
see Annex 7. 

Oc"t. 27-29 

co~ducting tect.nical dis~ussions with 
counterpart staff on packae:;ing sabject • 

Preparation of tecn~ical ~aterials for 
visiti~g factories • 
~iscussions witn cou~~erpar~ Director. 

Sinopsis of the paper for ti1e semir1ar on 
the subj~ct or woouen pac~ages. 

Oct. 30-31 1d.sitine; fact.ory at Antalys - see Anuex 15. 

Nov. 3 - 5 ~laboration of findings from visiting factories. 
Sele·ction of :naterials for seminar. 
Discussion with counterpart on preparatory 
steps for con~~ctin6 stac~in~ tests for 
Esenboga ~edical Factory. 

Nov. 6 - 7 Elaboration of materials for semiar on the 
f:Ubject: "DesiE;ning, ;.eri"or:iance and testing 

~!wooden cases". 

Nov.10-12 Selection of tecnnical slides /60 pieces/ 
ta support aiscussion durinb semiar. 
Finishing elaboration of materials for seminar. 
Elaboration 01· guidelines on the subject of 

stacking tests - see Annex 8. 

Nov.13-14 Elaboration of guidelines on the subject 
of quasi stacking tests - compression test 

- see Annex 9. 
Carryinb out stackin6 tests with counterpart 
staff in laboratory conditioning room. 
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Nov. 117-19 Elaboration of general technical ~uidelines 
for transport pac~ae;e me~nod of testing -
see Ar..nex 11. 

Nov. 20 

ltov. 21 

Nov.24-26 

Nov. 27 

Nov. 28 

?reparation to tne se~inar. 

Delivery of tee lecture on se~inar on the 
subject:"Designing. per~or~ance and testing 
of wooden cases". 

Starting preparations of "Technical report". 

Implementation of elaboration of "Tecnnical 
~eport•. Conductin& technical discussions 
wit~ counterpart concernin~ assess~ent of 
A.EG factory technical specifications. 

~eetings with t~e U~'DP and TSE officials 
and swr"'11lin6 up discussions on the subject 
of tile ?nission. 

Departure fro~ the Esenbo~a Airport. 

• 

• 




